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Preface 
This book is a manual concerned with the principles and 
problems of oral industrial communications. The content is 
· designed for use by the Maintenance Department, Spruance 
Plant, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and company, Richmond, Virginia. 
The focus of the writing is basically in the area of lower 
supervision which includes salaried engineers, scientists, 
foremen, and men in the two levels immediately above the fore-
men. 
Book I is a brief summary of the principles of oral 
commuication. The chapters deal with the principles, advaD-
tages, and value of effective oral transmission of information. 
This book is not intended to b~ a complete text en the sub-
ject. Uerely. it points out the principlse and benefits 
which would apply to the aforementioned organization. 
Book II is concerned with specific problems of oral 
comtaun.ieatlon.s in the orga.n!Zation as they presently exist. 
The intention here is to define the problems, recommend re-
medial action, and discuss the results to be expected. 
Free oral flow, which is referred to several times in 
this work, requires some explanation. It is the free flow 
of iafoniation up and down on a vertical axis and laterally 
on a horizontal axis. Actually, this flow moves in a total 
of tour direetioDS; it moves up and down in a straight line 
orgaaization and moves to and from lateral staff organizations. 
I 
The term free oral flow, however, is intended to mean the 
flow of information to and from the following groups: one, 
top management; two, lowest echelons of tbe organization; and 
three, side or lateral staff groups. 
Footnotes appaa:r many times throughout this composition. 
One might wol!l~~r why this is so since the purpose of' the work 
is to serve ns a manual. J;,ctually, the writing of the manual. 
is serving a dual purpose. First, it is designed to a.id in 
improving oral comm"unications in a £3I~eeifie organization. 
Secoi1u1. it is to be presented as tbe writer's thesis for a 
!.taster's D-e;gree in Bi:isiness Administration. It is in the 
second aspect that footnotes ~re de~med to be in order. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction to Oral lad"..;strial co1mnunica.t.ion 
1 
grcwtng at an acc~lerated rate. The population luis betln in-
creasing .rapidly and industry h~s been growing at a l'>llee suf-
ficient to satisfy the neieda ot the m~rttet. During this period 
of growth, certain t:i"e.nd~ aa.ve f.l.svelopt?d which are expected to 
continue in tl~e forese~ab'.le future. One, tJ:t(}) nuube:r of unskilled 
jobs in relation to t11c· !<'%um'be:r of fil!r.illeu;,\ jot1S fia."1j cU.ainished 
steadily. Two, tb.e ratio1 cf tlu;) mimber of r.uu:iagement. people to 
the number of honrl,- J,lOOple bas inere~ed.. Threl,!) 11 ir1 recent years, 
there has 'been a trend toward d.ale~ra.ting m.~1·e of tbe deciaion-
prcgre$Si.ve l.ndt.tstry VPill be concerned more end more with the: 
development a~.o~g its ~o~kers of a broader knowledge and under-
standin.g,. of faif:he.r levels of sltill, and of attitudes conducive 
ten,t. ~md m.arre productive, bas J."esulted in eloi5er attention to 
tu>- 1~rovei;;ie}.flt 1n faee-to-face re:lntions?lips .. 
2 
Management Development 
In order to develop people with a broader knowledge of or-
ganizational and technical problems, industry must necessarily 
improve its present management and develop its future manage-
ment. The key bere is leadership, or the art of getting things 
2 
done through people. 
The development of management also includes training in 
3 
the principal steps in solving problems. An analysis must be 
made of the situation which pertains to a problem. All perti-
nent facts should be secured. The method of accomplishment 
or correction should be organized. The proposed solution must 
be presented to those who will accomplish tbe work. Finally, 
direction must be provided du.ring the period wl1en the activities 
are pursued in order to implement the solution. 
The Role of Oral Communication 
oral communication plays a vital role in three of the steps 
which management must follow in performing its tasks of solving 
industrial problems. As previously mentioned, all pertinent 
facts of a problem must be secured. If these facts are to be 
obtained from people, tlle manager must exercise o:ral communi-
cative skills. Once the facts pertaining to a problem have been 
assembled and organized, and a method of solution chosen, tbe 
plan must be presented to those who will accomplish the tasks. 
Again, the manager must utilize oral communicative skills to 
present his plan. Finally, these same skills will be utilized 
in directing the activities associated with the solution. 
2 Phillips, R. F. and J. 0., Dibbs, nnow to Communicate,'¥ 
Product Engineerings XXIX (December 23, 1957), p. 64. 
3.. Harston, Everett c .. • Loring !Ii. 'lhf-'IDP.1:30nil and Franl: 
Sacher, Business Communication (New York: The ~acmillan 
Company, 1949), p .. 4.1.9". 
3 
Brief Account of the Developments in Communication 
Interest in face-to-face communication skills was stimu-
lated by research performed by Dr. Paul Rankin of Ohio State 
University in 1925. · Rankin discovered that on the average in 
America seventy percent of our waking day is a verbal communi-
cation day. Of this verbal communication day, he reported that 
we devote forty-five per cent of our time to listening, thirty 
per cent to speaking, sixteen percent to reading, and only 
4 
nine per cent to writing .. This research, which was widely 
published and circulated, awakened educators and others to the 
5 
necessity of training in the principles of listening and speaking. 
Starting around 1940 one or two colleges replaced the fresh-
man English course with a yea1• of freshman communication train-
ing. By 1948 a simila:r.• change has been made in more than a 
score of our colleges. By 1954 at least four hundred of the 
approximately fifteen hundred colleges were offering freshman 
6 
communication in place of f::t"eshman English. 
Today there is a fresh awaltening to the importance of 
listening in the field of communication. The origin of this 
recent interest is traceable to research, performed at Columbia 
University in 1940, which concluded that ninety-eight per cent 
of all that a person learns in a lifetime is detected through 
1 
eyes or ears. In the past decade several studies have re-
yeaJ,ed that listening effectiveness can be improved signifi-
8 
cantly by training in listening techniques .. 
4.. Rai.tkin, :Paul T., '1The Importance of Listening Ability, H 
English Journal (College Edition), (October, 1928), 17:623-30. 
5. Nichols, Ralph G. and Thomas R. Lewis, Listening and 
Speaking (3rd reprinting; Dt'd:rrtque, Iowa: Wm. C. !'~rown. Company, 
ISi57J , .. p. vii .. 
6. Ibid., p. vii. 
7. T5n't., p. 2. 
8 .. !'6i0. , l'. 5 • 
Various methods of oral transmission received exten-
9 
sive development during World War It. The armed services 
exploited the advantages of visual aids in teaching techni-
cal skills to millions of men. The military also developed 
the technique of the conference in its efforts to solve 
problems of great magnitude. These methods are presently 
finding increasing favor in industry. With reference to 
communications to employees, attention is bein~ directed to 
].() 
semantics, the study of word meaning. In other words, 
widespread efforts are being made to phrase messages so as 
to improve their effectiveness througll a better reception 
and understanding. 
Recently, the telephone companies have made great strides 
in the improvement of their services. It is now possible to 
hold conferences in a room with one or more conferees taking 
part in another city through the use of a telephone and room 
speaker system. It is conceivable that in the near future 
some telephones will be equipped with television screens. 
It must be noted that industry, in recognizing the superi-
ority of visual over oral communication in transmitting 
thoughts, is beginning to recognize inadequacies in exist-
ing methods of oral communication. Further, industry is 
beginning to take steps to correct these inadequacies. Ef-
fective oral conversation is less expensive than the proces-
sing of written reports or the operation of mechanical 
communication aids such as radio and television. 
9. ~-· p. 108 .. 
10. Chase, S., r•;gxecutive Communications; Breaking the 
Semantic Barrier," Management ReviErw, XLVI (April, 1957) 11 p. 60. 
5 
Management is becoming more aware of the fact that oral 
communication is a skill which can be sharpened by the em-
ployment of scuncl principles and techniques. Perhaps the 
most significant development in this field is the recognition 
and underst~nding of employees• needs, attitudes, and philoso-
11 . 
phy. These feelings, on the part of the employees, must be 
considered in tbe development of policies and directives. To 
this end, oral comm.unic~~tion must integrate the interests of 
12 
the enterprise and the e.mployee .. Perhaps any basic at.tack 
on the problem of communication must be made primarily in 
13 
terms of face-to-face relatioDSb.ips. This in turn requires 
closer attention to attitudes, behaviors, and backgrounds. 
Summary 
Because of tlu~ technologieal advances of modern industry, 
more specialized managerial abilities are required. Yanage-
ment presumes leadershi1;;. More and m.ore employees are being 
led rat!ier than driven. Direct personal contacts are assuming 
greater importance. The fundamental objectives of these con-
tacts w.~e to promote ideas or gain intelligence from the 
11. Du Pont, op • .£!.!•, p. l-2. 
12. Davis, Ralph Cu1~r1er, The !'undamenta~ of Top Manage-
ment (Mew Ycn.'"k: Harper & Brother&; lmf!), p. 583. -
13,. Rabbe, Stephen, Communicating with Employees, 
studies in Personnel PolicT'es·1~0 •• "!2!J" {New t·ork: '.National 
Indust1•ial Conference Board• 1952), p. 40. 
. ! 
Chapter II 
Scope of Oral Communication by !sower Supervision 
Communication is a meeting of minds or an integration 
1 
of interests. The keypoint of communication is the message. 
In industry, the process of flow of information from top 
management down and laterally to all levels of tbe organi-
zation. and vice versa, is generally tbought of as the 
scope of communication. Tbe subject matter of this thesis, 
on the other band, is pri.marily concerned with the problems 
pertaining to communications in the area of lower super-
vision. In this context lower supervision includes salaried 
engineers and scienti£ts, foremen, and men in the two levels 
immediately above tbe foreman. 
Industrial communications, to be inelus.ive, must span 
the entire organization. com.~unieation downward should flow 
to lateral or side staff levels as well as downward in the 
line organization. Communications upward should flow to 
2 
lateral levels as well as to the top of the line. Com-
6. 
munications emanating from lateral levels should flow lateral-
ly to comparable org~nizations as well as upward or downward, 
as the case may be. This flow of information should involve, 
therefore, all line and staff sub-organizations under the 
jurisdiction of the parent management. 
1. Davis, Ralph currier, The Fundamentals of Top 
Management (New York: Harper & Iffofhers, 1H51),p.--SS-3. 
2. Ibid., p. 226. 
Industrial eommunieation.s nre concerned with the trans-
mission and reception of nll. messages and infor~ation which 
are of interest to the q1•ga.nization involved. The trans-
mission of this inforn1ation can be formal. or infonnal, re-
quired or volunteered 1 solicited 01~ spontaneous. Tbe bulk 
of the subject mntter transmitted or received is infori::tal. 
1. 
ated with industrial eo~11ttieatious :ls the stimulation of the 
nucleu.s .. 
Effective industrial cont1 unication is not an "on ag;ain, 
3 
off again'' program ... To be stmcc:a.sful, tbe desire and willin1;;-
niques, it must be prncticed continuously to m:ain.tnin a,xist-
develop new skills which will serve management at.; aids in in-
creasing efficiency. .f:;11 industrial communication ~1.r,og.t•fun ean 
be likened to a newspaper: if it does not search fo:t. .. facts 
3.. Newcomb. R. ~ f"$i:na of ~a'::llplo1ee C011\;'llt~,nieation, ·~ Dmia 
Review of J!oder~ Industry, L!t!X (April. 1957) • p. 44.· 
s. 
The bulk of all communication, industrial or otberwise. 
4 
takes place face-to-face. The surest way to transmit a message 
ia to talk directly with those who are to reeeive it. The su~r­
visor or foreman, as the voice of management, is involved in 
a higb percentage of oral industrial communication. Due to tl'ae 
part played by the supervisor in oral communication, his im-
portance in the overall communication program is evident. 
The major advantages of oral communication a1·0 its speed, 
5 
adaptability, and low cost. It .includes face-to-face re-
lat1onsbips, telephone conversations, conferences, and meet-
ings. It can be used wherever two or more people gather to 
receive or transmit information. The only cost involved is 
the value of the time of the persons participating. It must 
be eaphasized that s~ich time spent in oral communication is 
equal to or less than tbe time required for any other type 
of communication transmitting or receiving the same information. 
The major disadvantage of oral conversation is its lack 
6 
of opportunity for critique prior to transmission. Regard-
less of what may be said in evidence, defense or rebuttal, 
the effect of an original oral statement can not be totally 
changed. The best remedy for this disadvantage is sound train-
ing in good communicating practices. 
4. Case Book, Employee Communications in Action Uiew 
York: Mational Assoeiafibn of lanufac'fu'Fers}, p: ·4. 
s. Marston, Everett c., Loring M. Thompson, Frank Sacher, 
Business Communication: . (New York: The tiacmilla.n co., 1949), 
p. 3S7. -
6. Philip, rt. F.,. and J. o. Dibbs, -·uow to Comm.unicate'·, 
Product _!ng:l.neeri~~' XX.VIII (December 23, 1957), J). 65. 
Cllapter III 
Effective oral communication 
9. 
Oral communication is preferred in business because it 
1 
is fas·ter. easier, mare economical, and more personal. ~lo 
function of business is carried on without it, no person.in 
the organization tm.touched by it. There are many advantages 
which a.re peculiar to management, other advantages to em-
ployees, and still others which pertain to both management 
and the employees. 
Values to Management 
ci.·isp, clear. and concise messages at all levels of an 
organization are known to inspire deep respect toward manage-
2 
~ent on the part of the e:mployees. An understanding and 
accurate presentation of the official word by supervision 
eliminates the need and temptation for the grapevine. Poli-
cies and rules presented in this manner receive acceptance 
and compliance in the minimum uount of time. In addition, 
any supervisor presenting a good message is identified with 
top management in the employees' minds, thereby strengthening 
the position taiten by supervision when issuing other orders. 
This identification with top management aids the foreman or 
supervisor personally in developing his own mana~erial phi~ 
losopl1y. 
1. Marston, Everett C .. , Lol'ing 1'1 .. 1fhompson and Frank 
Zacher, Business Communication (New York: Tbe Macmillan 
co., 194lif};-p. 367. 
2. Jucius, Michael J., Personnel Management .. (3rd ed.; 
---~---"' ... ,, ..... ..,,.;a Ri~hst.r.d D~ Irwin. Inc •• 1955). p. 323. 
10. 
The acceptance of a policy or rule by the employees does 
not necessarily entail their confi.dence. For instance, the 
average working man· tends to be suspicious of chanies or new 
ideas. If he has experienced adverse situations in the past 
resulting from tile mishandling of policy messages, he views 
. 3 
succeeding me$sages with considerable distrust. The distrust 
usuallJ' spreads to bis fellow workers. To forestall such a 
situation,· all messe.ges shOuld be clear and easily understood 
by all penoiu:iel. iiessages simply stated. and fi1>mly" and fairly 
backed redooe appreb.ension and create an at%LOSphere of trust • 
.. Thia atmosphere of trust will prevent vari01.is anxieties which 
4 
could develop vith a111 other simple order. 
·~nagers must constantly know the status and condition of 
tbeir organizations :i.n ordel" to control and super\rise their 
operatioM effectively. Some i:adieea of eond1tiou can be de-
. veloped by nitten status reports on such subjects as pro ... 
du.etion, safety, disability, and research. However, a goOd 
mauag&r $DOU1d haY& the information contained in. the reports 
generally in hismin.d long before the written word gets to 
him. In addition, he is interested in acd should have infor-
mation coneeruing employee attitudes, employee activities, 
the degree of acceptance of col.1Q?any policies, and the effective-
n~u of sub-orgnization operations. The prompt ti"anamission 
~. Cassels., L., '1Bow to ?:>a Believed'"• Nation's Busi-
ness, XLVII (April, 1959) p. sz. 
4. Be.nemm, Bei'"ber't G., Jr •• aoo J'obn G. Turnbull, Per 
somiel Adainistra.tion and Labor Relatio•, A Book of Readliis. 
(New Yortu Prelltieo iiall, In-rh ,, 'i952) _, p. iOG. - · -
11. 
of this information to the manager can only be accomplished 
by tho free oral flow from all organizational levels. 
All industrial management has one paramount goal: to 
produce a product or service which can be sold at a reasonable 
profit year in a.ncl }"ear out. t.abor has a dual goal: job 
5 
In reality, though viewed :from 
different standpoints by the two groups, tl'.1ese goals are 
quite compatible and. dovetail with ea.eh other. It is the 
long-ran$e job of co1nmunications to explain. demonstrate, 
and promote this important concept to botb groups. Without 
this understanding ma:nagemi-ent runs the danger of striving 
for a high profit at the eltpense of labor and labor striving 
for high wages and job secul"ity at the o.xpense of the enter-
prise. It soti1etimes resembles· tbe case of tlie two mules 
pulling- against each other in order to eat separate piles 
of bay. 
The integration of interests in big industry is compli-
eated du.e to a third interested l'al"ty, labor unions,. in ad-
dition to top mana.gero.ent and labor. The following crJotation, 
obstacles wbicJ:< efficient commnn.ictttions must bridge between 
the three g7oup~: 
"Each of the groups sees the same thing, t11e enterprise, 
from·a different viewpoint and within a differ~nt.angle 
of ,rision. What one group sees as obvious and plain 
fact. th• other simply c&l)not see at all. Each group, 
12. 
though seeing only a part of the picture, fancies that 
it sees the whole. And each group, convinced that it 
sees the whole, is6convinced that its viewpoint is logical and fair. ~, 
If management can approach a unity of viewpoints by the three 
groups, acceptance of policy and operating instructions will 
be greatly enhanced. 
A successful commi.1nication program cannot be organized 
and maintained without considerable cost. It is estimated 
that management spends over $112 million annually on publi-7 . 
cations in this field alone.. Of course, tbere are many 
mediums which can be emphasized and/or utilized, i.e., 
printed announcements, publications, telephones, auto-calls, 
recording equipment, television, radio. oo well as oral con-
versation. Of this group, tho oldest, mos·t wid:ely used, 
most economical, successful, and potentially effective 
8 
uedium ts oral conversation... However, the 1li,gll effective-
ness in this medium cannot be attained without cost. This 
cost is derived in three v1a.ys.. First, p.art of the cost is 
attributable to tlle ''ttlne of tho . time of the pars.on de·" 
livering the massage~ A second part of the cost ia a.ttri-
bntable to the party receiving the message.. Third, the sum 
total of these two costs is decreased by training in effective-
6. Drucker, Peter,. The New Society Hlew York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1954.>),. p. l;tl. -
1... Doober, ll .. Joseph, Effective Communication on the 
Job (!few York: Pi.merican Managemaaf Aiiooi'afion), p-;-10-:-
-
13 
ness of receipt and transmission of information. 
Training in oral eomw~nications is the b@d rock of any 
communication pr0gra.m or system. The most effective receipt 
9 
and transmisllion of rr.essages is accomplished face-to-face. 
An7 other medium is a supplement to oral communication. There~ 
fore. dollars spent on trai.ning in o:ral communications are the 
soundest conn:mnication investmeu1t. and are not spent at the 
expense of any other medium .. 
The spentaneous oral flow of massages can be extremely 
fast ia operation. Information can be passed along without 
delays for the aet-u.,p ti~e necessary for such media as 
printed announcements and reports,, conferences, and formal 
personal interviews.. It is evident that,. if desirable, a 
foremu ea.a orally transmit pertinent status information 
to a supervisor long before a daily written progr~ report 
can be initiated. aud processed. Also, 1t is evident that 
knowledge of union activities can be transW.tted orally by 
a supervisor loq before top DUUlagement hears of the: same 
activities and asks the supervisor for details. Of course, 
the speed of this medium depends largely on training in 
methods aad subject matter desired. 
Acceptance of messages in a desired manner depends a 
great deal on sem.antics, which has been defined. as the 
9. case nook, Employee Comm:u11icatio1is in Action (New 
York: itat.iona.l ,4\ssocia.£ion o? ~lanufacEwrersT; p .. 4. ' 
14 
10 
system.a.tic study of meaning. It is generally :realized 
that a person. can change the meaning of a word. pbrase, or 
sentence b7 a slight inflection in hi& voice. In addition, 
the meaning of a sentence cau be changed by the rearrange-
ment of its words or by its punctuation. P1ctm•e then the 
ehan1es :ln the meaning of a message passed down. from top 
maxuigeaent. tlu·ough ma.ny levels, ultimately aimed at wage 
1•011 employees. The inadilertent ehaag0ir;; in wording and the 
different illterpretatious of Haning by middle management 
can pJl"attd.d until the moos!t.ge finally delivered to the wage 
roll employees has a meaning quite different from that 
visualized by tbe ot"igm11tor.. 1~s a result. predispositions 
are sometimes difficult to overcome or erase when the true 
11 
meaning of tbe message becomes available. However, a sol.ind 
communication pro{P. .. atu ..• promoted by training; can go a long 
way in preventing cireumstances which foster such misunder-
standings. 
Ideas for the ootterue.nt of the enterprise are not pecu-
liar to management alone. In fact, more suggestions for im-
provement come :from below any certain level of organization 
than above. It is true that not all the ideas are sound, so 
there must: bf1 an objective evaluation. Sueh an evaluation is 
10. Cliase, S .. t '"Ex~utive Communication, Breaking the 
Semantic Battier,"' Management Review, Xl,VI (April, 195?') p .. 60,. 
•l'l .. 11 I 1 • 
11. l!arlow, R,. F., ''l-tOOld:ng ,i\rotuid~ A1~t of Communicatits.Qh'' 
Harvard Buaiaess ileview. xx;rv (November, 1957) p .. 145. 
---
15 
possible only if the ideas are presented and transmitted in the 
first place.. This stimu.lation and presentation of new and 
different viewpoints is .a valuable return on the communications 
investment .. 
The preceding advantages of sound description, presentation, 
ud reception of information are but a few of the many values 
of effective co~..nr,,.;m,ieation.. In every phase of tb.e organization., 
there must be channels of in.formation flcrw for managerial 
control. If this information flows freely, rapidly, and ac-
. cuatelft ma11agerial conti·ol is simplified aud its effective-
ness is increased,. 
Values to Employees 
The free,· aetmrate, and rapid flow of information ia or-
ganimational channels h~s a great deal of benefit for wage 
roll employees as well as management.. First, all Americans 
have the right to be informed, want to be iaform.ed and 
usually live in an en .. u-iro?.m.ent where the desire to remain 
12 
informeHi is stimulated,. If, on the job, emplo1eoo receive 
interesting iu:formation freely, a democratic atmospb.e~e is 
13 
created. If information is withheld, they become sus-
picious, emotio,nal and uncompromising.. This latter conditioa 
leads to accidmlts, ·dissatisfaction, and uiaostttes toward 
13. Habbe, Stephen, Communicating with Employees,(Hew 
York: National Industr1al·~·conferenc$ }loari!f p:' "6.. • 
employer and fellow employees. 
The integration of interests. basically important to 
management as well as employees, cannot be discussed ud 
14 
directed unless a <.le!nocratic atmosphere exists. VGitbout 
the integration of interests leading to lower cost and 
higher efficiency, labor's goals of job security and higher 
wages cannot be attained. 
·Many companie$ have plans for rew.arding employees for 
adopted suggestions leiading to cost reih.lction o:r increased 
productivity. n:owever, these rewards ere not forthcoming 
if there are no open channels for receiving and diaeu.ssing 
!deas of employees. Of cou1,..~H.:1, the free flow of these 
ideas is not lim.ited to cost reduction and prodt1c.tivity 
items.. Working conditions can be impi"'oved m.rHl physical 
effort c~.n be reducGd t.31~ employees freely discussing con-
ditions with management in a democratic atmosphere. 
Most employees regard the rumor mill as their personal 
and generally relial:ile source of current informatit>n. Be-
cattse th.is information qi1ite often re~ches tbe erii~1~101ee 
before the official word, it usually has n more l~zti.ng 
15 
effect than the offici~l word. As. a result, ?Ad.sunder-
benefit to the employee, the message can be altered by the 
rumor tuill so :as to eau.~.r:> animosity ,by tl1e employee toward 
14. Da111s, Ralph CUrr:f.er, The le"u.ndamentals of Top 
Management {Rew York: Harper :$ nrolli'ers", I9hij,p.-str3. 
15. Harlow, R. F., loo. cit. 
16 
17 
the benefit. Although this is contrary to the original 
intent1 a certain amount of i:rrel)arable damage has been 
done. As a result• the rumor mill is actually a detriment 
rather than a oone:fit to the employee. The only Taiy the 
nm.or mill can be controlled is to promote sv1ft a11d re-
liable C01mllUD1catians, thereby beat1nr the rumor mill ia 
16 
time .and accuracy .. 
The overall advantages of ;good communication to the 
employees can be summarized in the creation of the demo-
cratic atmosphere. All specific benefits will not aater1-
alize to their fullest wi tbout the ·free inte.rehau.ge of 
·1aeas. 
16. J., op. 0:1.-t .. , p .. 122. 
---
Chapter IV 
Principles of Good Reception 
18 
Free oral flow of info:t"'mation emphasizes the receipt and 
transmission of messages along· two axes: up and down aad 
laterally.. Transmission of information in either of these 
di:recttons is no more im:po:rtant than the ability of the 
trannitter to receive tile information in the first place. 
Row'f!v.er, it a.11 communication prograu and systems were 
analy~ed. 11ost compan.ies would probably find that tltey do 
aot un<l,erstand or practice th.e principles of good reception. 
Good reception depends a great deal on tbe ability of indi-
1 
viduals to listen. 
"Open Do<?r i' 
Tbe 11op~n'l door·:'1 aT the constant availability and 11illing-
ness on the part of supervision to listen, receives more dis• 
cusaton than J>ractiee. Aett.u1lly. it is th• ke7 to success for 
auy pro.gram .of reeeiving and transmitting spontaneous and in-
formal message.eL To be effective, supervision aust have tlle 
2 
desi.re to 1isti1n-a. This desire must be -exemplified. not only 
in the snr..e:rvtsor's office. but in conferences and in the 
field with iudi'l'fiduals who have a subject which tbey want to 
l. Dotd1$r 1 m.. Joseph, Ef'feet:lve communieation on The 
.. rob. (New York: American Mnni'gemeal:-Ai'soei'aflon) P,,s~ 
2. Habbe, Stephen, Comunicat1nr1 Witb Employed.· (Jlew 
York: tfational tndustriaI COa:re·renife·nb*ird)~·-p. ·"I.· ~-
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vis~r because he considers other duties more pressing. However, 
training in discussi.on leader~hip will relieve this difficulty 
to some extent • 
. Above all 1 the sincerity R:nd will.in:i;r.nes-s of supervision 
3 
to listen mutiit not bt'J an f•off a.gain~ on again"propo-sition. 
To 'be effeeti.ve, tbey 'trn.l!St he practiced continuously. Without 
sender. 
aitted with the proper o'bjectivity.. Tbese conditions m1st be 
com.batted. If the rea,11z.nti1Jn o,f the 1n.a:eeurae!r cf t:rans11ttssion 
reached tile or:i~:ln:atol"l tbe ''open doer" atmosphere would be ir-
:repa:rably damagetL The success of the poliey depends on thfa 
objeetive sin.e~rity of '.$;t.1pervisj,on. It ls evident that lceen 
reeeption :is costly b1 time, \tnd>&r$t~~ding a.n.d emtlti.nnal eon-
6 
trol. 
S, l'eweomb, R,, ~c'Sin:s of 'f:."'m.ployee Comm11nie~tim1, ·~ Duns 
Review ()f Vodern l'21dl;Str!1, '.tSU: (,'\p·ril, 1957) 1 p. --
~·~ -· -. Ml ....... ~.· _,,,...._,_ ' -
5 . Lee,. o :i t " 
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with complaints, suggestions, and heJ1:>:ful intelligence. Mostly, 
the information recei'ved Un.•ough U~e open door will be sugges-
tio:ns and complaints. Th.v:;;:··ua are very important. Supervision 
must not.rely on pat answers in these c:asea.7 Answers 
should include evidence of understanding and soae plan of 
action •. .Promises must 'be kept. Standard, r.1e1u1ingless answers 
and a lack of promised .action will eliminate any fature 
benefit of the policy. 
Ability to Listen 
of the oral mesaa.ge delive1~eHl. In 2ddition, it includes an 
analysis of tbl'l condi tiooo that p:ror;lpted the origin of the 
8 
message. The condit:tons t111der which a message ia delivered 
atfeet its me~ning. Finall,-, lis·tening includes the sut'mlatio:i.1 
cf all analyses of the conditions of delivery and the c~lntent 
The cardinal pri11c1ple in receiving an oral m.assag;e is the 
accurate reception of all the words contained in the message. 
the1"ehy, tl'..e meaning can be misinterpreted. On the other 




or words when actually '.he did not. J1,gn.:i11,. the meaning of 
the message transmitte(\ and.themeaning of the message received 
do not coincide. '1.f time permits, the message verbally re-
peated to tl;ie transmitter will vei·i:ty accuracy of wording. 
verification of wording accuracy does not include ve1--1fi-
cation. of manning. Again, if time p.ermits, 1"'epeatiog the 
message a third time but in different \Vording will gain a 
check on meaning.. li fn1 .. ther principle to follmv in ascer-
tainj.ug meaning :ts the assumption o:f the o:riginntor•s 
posi tio.n in the situation. If the situation :i.s not kn.mm, 
it should. be investigated. LUr.e any otbe:r s!dll, listening 
can be i~vroved with p~aetice. 
Chapter v 
directives req~Jires much of the same tliot'lght and 1}reparat1on 
requi:l"ed fow written ({()euuwnts. Tho t~?iotigbts to l'l<e trans-
~ittad must be a.greed upon and arranged in logical order. 
The accuracy of statem$·nts and au1>port.b1g data must be veri.f:l.ed .• 
Time and plac111 of delivery sl'iould be e~'nsid~red.. l:""inally, 
tbe message sl:u)!;tld 1~e reviewed -t:o euut"e completeness of con-
tent. The foregoing are logical 1irinei_tll-es of t:e~tl:msmlssiou, 
Jhithenti.ci t:v 
Jt'Olicy, tho true ptirpose of the policy should be thorou~hly 
under€£ toad l~fo1•c trie ti'M!!lSS.~tlC is organized. 1 The t:1.•ansmi t ted 
meanill3 shculd be tbe same as that c;.f tb0 policy fo1·iuulat:ln~ 
body. Only tlaen ts the ®ssag~ authentic as to purpose. 
Job 
-
Authentic:l.tj• o! me8sages in th£';} process of trant::.tmisitUon 
1.. nooher, M. Joseph• Effe~t1ve conmmnieatiou on the 
(New York: A merican ~taiia'iiemcr~nt Ass~ron5 ,; .. -23:--
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requires that messages be re-transmitted in the same context 
2 
in which they were received. Again, this requires the analysis 
of the meaning of the message received. 
The initiation of messages should always be withheld 
until the subject matter has been verified as to its existence. 
Authenticit7 includes statements as to whether or not there 
is doubt of basic assumptions or of subject matter reported. 
Accuracy, which ts extrer.iely important in a 1nessage, should 
be borne in mind when determining authenticity. It is indeed 
possible to report a condition or situation with only inaccurate 
figures as background, bµt the inaccuracy of the figures 
should be clearly explained. 
Importance 
Messages transmitted in either direction in an organ-
ization must have enough purpose to warrant the effort expended 
in transmission. This seems to be an obvious statement; 
howevert there are many pitfalls associated with determining 
a messages's importance. 
There are some messages which go up or down a line 
organization until tbey reach a level where action can take 
place. Quite often, this is not a pre-set level. It is up to 
the supervisors of the various lEn.rels who handle the message 
to determine which level qualifies for action. This action 
2. lfcUurry, R ... N .. , and R.G .. Schaeffer, "Analyzing Your 
Communication Problem,·• American Business, XXVII (May, 1957), 
p.. 18. 
or ·decision should be made at the lowest level in the 
organization that has the requisite competence, authority, 
and prestige. 3 The supervisor who makes this decision ~ttst 
determine whether further transmission of this information 
up tile line for status reporting is required. A still 
24 
higher supervisor determines the cut-off' point for transmission 
of the status in.formation. For efficiency of the communication 
system, these levels ~hould be ke}.}t as low as possible, still 
maintaining the desired orga.:nizational control. If manage-
ment will practice this principle, tbe channels o'f communication 
will remain free of obstacles for messages of primary 
importance. 
Accuracy 
·Accuracy of transmission depends in most cases on ae-
curacy both in reception ~nd in the data to be transmitted .. 
Once a mistake is made, it can be carried or compounded 
through many levels.. Tlaa mistalte, may be minor initially, bu.t 
if magnified tb1"ougb many levels, it can assume great 
importance. 
Messages going down the line or to side staff levels should 
be no less accurate than messages going up the lit~e. For 
example, the acceptance of a policy depends greatly on tho 
4 initial presentation.. If tbere is doubt in a supe1 .. viaor 1 s 
3. Davis, Ralph Currier, The Fundamentals of Top 
Uanagem.ent (New York: Harper amt""Uratlt'Gf'S," 'ls-51)"'; P."''307. 
4.. Barlow, R.F .. , '"l.ooking .Around, Art of Comntunicating, ,. 
Uarva:rd Business Review, XllV (Movembtu·, 1957), p. ., 
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mind concerning the accuracy of a message he has recei.ved for 
transmission, he ce1·tainly should diplomatically request a veri-
cation. Supervision is fJS.id to think; it, as well as employees, 
has a right to understnn.d. 
Completeness 
Messages requ1.ring transmission should be analyzed 
fo1• requisite :i.n.formation. All pertinent facts should be includ-
ed. Most important, fncts beli.eved but not known for sure to 
be pert:inlent shotlld be mentioned. This latter p·rinciple, if 
not followed, can often nullify the work and decisions 
prompted by the message.. If a message is not complete, it 
should always be so stated. If this is the case, the orig-
inator assumes the responsibility of ascertaining the ren.i.n.in-
ing facts as rapidly as possible. 
Analysis of a comvosition is n~ore complete when the 
originator mentally takes the place of the receiver. 5 .i:\S the 
receiver, b.ow would I react to this information? Or, what 
answer would I pass back ttJ;l the line in reference to this 
message? If these answers are not what the transmitter 
believes they sl1ould be, then he should review bis message to 
see if it is complete in every detail. 
Wording 
Message composition should be underta.1-i:.e11 with the char-
6 
acteristics of the receiver in mi.nd. A.gain, taking 
5. Dooher, ~~. Joseph, op .. cit .. , p. 47. 
6. l ... oe. cit. -- -
--
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announcements as an example, the wording of related messages 
should be such that every employee affected by the announce-
ment should be able to understand the message and be familiar 
with all words used. This is not always easy.. The combined 
works of economists, social workers and/or scientists must 
often be translated into messages to be understood by per-
sons with grammar sehcol educations. On the other hand, 
scientific, engineering and mechanical technology must be 
translated into meaningful words whi.eh can be tmderstood 
by a generally well educated but non-teci:mically trained 
management. Editing according to the level of understand-
ing includes wording :fo:r many different levels of under-
standing. The recipients n1ust 'be investigated as to which 
level they fall in. and then the message should be worded 
aeeord.ingly. 
Semantics is an integral step in the editing of mes-
sages according to le\~el of understanding. ,.The major 
principle of se:r~tics is to stop, look and. listen when 
a message comes in to be decoded by the brain and not let 
1 
it trigger off mn emotional response." The following 
barriers to tnte meaning can be removed by an elenien.ta:ry 
application of semantics: 
1. The confusion of 111ords with things. 1. e., co-
operation, management and syndicate. 
7. Chase, S., '1Executive communications; Breaking 
The Semantic Barrier,·~ t:ann.gement Review, Xt~VI (Ap:ril, 
1957), p. 60. 
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2. The careless use of abstr~et words, i. e •• liberty, 
capital and labor. 
3. The confusion of facts with personal opinion .. 
4. Judging people and events in terms of black and 
white, 1 .. e.,. 0 The Russian communists denounce spying, some 
Americans denounce spying; therefore, some Americans are 
communists". 
All messages concerned with industrial communication 
should be concise as possible yet still ret&i.n the intended 
meaning. This means that sentences and pa.r3grap!l3 should 
be kept short. Only information directly pertinGnt to the 
main theme should be i11eluded. in the transmittnl. The more 
more difficult it is to grasp the intended meaning.. Gene:r;i;l-
l.y, it is more effective to dissemin.ate several complete, 
short doses of information rather than a lengthy treatment 
8 
of the over-all subject. Thia also is hard to do and still 
* keep messages complete, yet related. 
Editing forcoveTage includes J'eview of the S!'.;Ope of 
dissemination.. Vho sh.ould receive this information? S:11 .. o-
visions sb.ould be taken,, wben o:r'iginating a transmittal, to 
make sure th.at all persons who ar~ to receive the mess.age 
have a good opportunity to hear it. Care should be taken 
oot to spend effort re~ord:tng for the benefit of persons 
not included in the intended. coverage. Asat1r:.u1co of coverage 
s. Barlow; a. F., op. cit •• P• 146. 
_.._._ : 
* Brevity of_"'~l!!J.sages bas---beeu--stressed in some 
circles; particularly engineering .. 1.nstitutioils, to the 
point of omission of arti~les. Oftenr:·· ·these omissions, 
Which are designed to improve clarity, actually make 
the message more difficult to understand. 
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can best be accomplished by use of check lists. These same 
cheek lists are useful in editing according to level of under-
standing. 
Timing 
Timing of transmission. often can drastically influence 
tlie meaning, receipt, o:r effectiveness. of an announcement or 
order. Timing has reference to a comparison of events which 
af feet the general atmosphere o.f related dealings. The re-
modification of old rules or an issuance of new r11les aids 
in the enforcement or general accex>tance of a.n entire body 
of rules. 1.ihe release of information regarding; benefits 
to individuals or groupra can influence their cboiee of re-
presentation in future iiealiugs with aanagemen.t., 
One speei:fic point must be emphasized. All official 
official announcements perpetttated by the rumor mill. The 
message which first reaches the commond.estination.stan.ds 
g 
the beat chance of acceptance. ~uimum benefit is gained 
by the rumor mill in cg,se of ties. Therefore, timing 
necessarily includes maximu!il speed ot transmission. 
9 • · liar low. i1 • F. , loc. cit•. 
Chapter VI 
Yotivation to com:mtmicate 
People are stimul&t:Zid to co~unicate by extrinsic or 
intrinsic motivations, and the s~me person may be alter-
1 
nately affected by both motivations. Geue:r.•ally, extrin-
29 
sieally mctivated commu.nicatiou is forced in uature, rather 
2 
than free and spontaneous. It can be forced by the trin1s-
out by the transz.,.i tter are u;;ually done so in an effort to 
3 
br:h1g about some result which is conside:red desirable. For 
marily because of tbe favor he wants to create in bis super-
visor's mind.. communicatit.m.s baraerl on this U!.Oti'\ration a.re 
apt to be one-sided, binsed., or incomplete. .Messages whicb 
are based on this ill-conceived idea can be .tinrd to evaluate 
objectively. The best soluti.ou seems to be in the un.,t1ar-
standirig of subordinatas on the part of the supervisor. 
Another type of e-xti"'i:lSic motivation is caused by pres-
su.:re to communicate exerte<i by st.tpervision. Reports with 
is not lasting. Usually it is directed toward a specific 
1. !Cahn, it. L. • and C.. F. cannel, '"Problems of Top 
lfanagement, Nobody Tells ?de /inythinfj:t ·· Duns Review of ~~odern 
Industry, LL~ Orovember 11 1953), p. SG,. - . "' ·-~ -
2. Loe. Cit. 
--
3. Ibid., p. 37. 
-
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subject. It is effective only as long as it is pursued by 
the interested s~1pervis:lon or tabulating- body. 
Intrinsic motivation arises from the faet that it is a 
:psychologically r.ewarding experiem!'3 to talk with n receptive, 
4 
t:mdersta.nding person on a topic of mutual interest. The 
speaker is possessed with a desii .. e to transmit. usually. 
messages delivered .and baaed on this m.otivt\',tio:n a.i·e ·un-
ample is found in the discussion botween a maintm:iance 
this discussion would begin 11erely bec3use the employee.is 
int·erested in the ucldnery ~nd th«~ enterprise.. rro be truly 
effective, a communication system must be based to a &Toat 
ex.tent on this latter tyr.e of mot:tvation. 
Intrinaie motiva.tion.s to communicate, on the p~u·t of 
grr.n:i;ps of em.ployees 1 are usually developed by tll.e supervisor 
of these employees.. It is done by developing strong personal 
5 
relationships. nowever, 'u1til tbes.e relations evolve, the 
executive must depend on othe1 .. Qeans of extrinsic motivation .. 
It must be reempJ:u.asized that extrinsic m.otivatious sl:iould be 
utilized temporarily since their continued use commonly is 
accompanied by a decrease in efficiency. The ltey to guide 
the changing of mc>tivation.~ frolil. extrinsic to intrinsic is 
one's abi.lity to unclerstand people .. 
4. Ibid .. , p. 37. 
5. Ibid.~ p. 38. 
Chapter YII 
Techniques of Oral Communication 
Oral industrial communication,. as previously explained, 
pertains to the flow of information up, down, &nd laterally 
through a line organir.m.tion .. 
r--·-- ----- .- . . .. 
;_form~~~tY..! th.ts conversation re.aches its maximczu effective-
ness if it is ·systemntica.lly planned, orgnnized, and de-
livered. Effective expression, like all othor :facets of 
good manngement, is a skill involving numeroi.is tocb1iques. 
Some of tbese techniq:uos are bnsic while ccnmtless othe1·s 
are peculiar to specific situations. r~ike all skills, 
physical nr mental, effecti·\re oral conm1t.m.:ication is de-
veloped with thought and practice .. 
communications nownward 
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Commt1nications downward, for tb.e purpose cf this thesis, 
are considered to iaclude all steps in the pre-.tlar:-i.tion and 
delive1$y o:f messages. from a tig11er. leYel to a lower or lateral 
mission: authentieitytt importance, accuracy, <JOrt1pleteness 1 
wording, and timing. 
Preparation 
The fundamental objective of most face-to-face eom:munt-
1 
cations on the job is to sell an idea. The arbitrary command 
1. DOoher, u. Josepb,·Eff.ective communication on The Job 
(New York: .&erican management AiioeiatlonJ, p. 75.- - -
2 
is rapidly disappouring :t':t>om use. llt order to gain support 
or acceptance o.f an idoz., the idea must be adequately explained .. 
Adequate explanation implies delivery in r:rneh a nanner that 
The wants a.:ud d~sires of the workerG sYwuld n.evcr he 
:forgotten. nemember, the ~r.rerage industrial woi"ttar is in..;. 
3 
teres ted in job security and hi~;h<Jr wages. :;11,~ne"i·~r these 
closely by recreatiO:n$.l interests. wants a~:i:d C::esires can be 
care must be exercisod not to ~ntagonize these interests 
loyalty to the organization. 
Recent experiences can be mentioned or can form the 
and its meaning more rapidly than he can eompr1~hend a t;0tal-
ly new idea. Cuite o:ften it :i.s necessary to remind a r,o-
cipiont of an o::ii:.p.~rience. If an employee can reco.11 a situ-
atio11, even if remi.nd<a~~., it is \a.ore readily ur:.dcrstood t~an 
a series of-cold facts. 
2. Ibid., p. 105. 
3., Raube, S. Avery, Factors Affectiug Eluployee Morale 
(New York: Maticnal IndttstrfnI eonrerence Boara) ~ p .. 9. -
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the bf'd1 of the message. The :tacts should he arranged in logical 
01"der. New points should be connected with old in a natural 
4 
way. Every 5.mportn11t related el~I>@t"ience in the background 
of the recipient becomes ~ basis fol"" i£1terEH;Jt i11cen.tive. 
than an absti:·act id~a. ?.?ei..">J.)le a1"'c interested first in individuals, 5 . 
then in thintiS,, and last in ideas.. .L\:u e:ffective a}n,:roaeh is 
rrul.~'1.or whieh makes it obvious how it will af:flfitCt the indi-
6 
vidual recipient. J.'ln exam1.,le would be the compa:itison of tbe 
cost of an individual hoopitul.izaticm plau with that of a 
company-sponsored grr .. rnrp plan. 
7 
this is not i:1ossible,. co1tsj,deratio:n should be given to spread.-
Care should be taken to m.e:J~e individual messages complete and 
satisfying~ but still int<t)l"-ralated. 
People retain meaningful i11formation more rapidly than 
8 
only after they have decided ns to the henefi t tc:l be gatned or 
9 
lost. Tberefo:i.·e, there is a t'9ndency for material considered 
S. Loe. cit. 
--
1,, Jueius, ~U.ehae1 J., l,)e:rsonn·~l Ha11~ger:ien.t (3rd ed., 
Homewood, Illinois: Richard yr.:-n.11:rn; Tiic., ···11155),. p .. 324. 
8. Barl0\1. :n.. F., loc .. cit • 
.0 .,......,. ...... "' -
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sidered unpleasant. It iimst be omphash.:<ed that alarming or 
distasteful info1:mation stimulates the desii:e to resist.. Once 
established, a prejudice will attempt to prove or disp1·ove 
10 
tu"gum.ents at will .. 
The more completely poo,i;1le init:tally learn matez·ial, 
11 
the longer they will ro~embor it. Therelc:i:«a, it is ad-
vlsnble to :rest:t•ict sulijcct m.atter. Com1.ulu:dcate within a 
In the case of r1ersuasive r.w~;suges" c.ons.::lusi\)US ·will be 
12 
r'Otained :rather thc.n m·:;;:ument. 
original thought. 
niques a.re more or less obvious, and a lengthy, systematic 
anal)«sis of every typ0 oi' oral em~un1cat1on is impossible. 
tice.. Periodically, a supervisor shoulcl tnke tiliie to re\2uce 
13 
a proposed oral cotmmnicatic;n to a written outline. '!'his 
is particularly help:f'ul in. preparation. for group ~ee-tin.gm and 
conferences .. 
10. Loe. cit. 
-
11. Harlow, n. F., op. cit., J.). 146. 
--
12.. Loe. cit. 
-
13. Kahn, n.. !.1q and c. l''. cannel, "Problems of Top 
Management, Nobody Tells Me Anything;' nuns neviaw of Modern 
Industry, L:XX (!fovember, 1958) • p. 37. ·· -- -~ 
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Organization for Disset!inaticn 
fication of intended 1"ecipients.. neeish"ms have to be ma.de 
ing subject ltlatter 
ever, it is fa.r from 
The most effective cia'mi:;romise l.:ietween line authcn.•ity and 
15 
spe4d of ta"ansmiasion is knctwn ns the m.odified li.ne t'li::)thod. 
36 
This method involves the informing of or transmission to 
several levels at one time. It is easily utilized through 
the mediums of conferences and group meetings. In addition 
to speed, it has the advantage of reducing the number of 
times a message has to be received and retransmitted before 
it reaches its destination. This aids in the maintenance 
of accuracy. One possible disadvantage involves the loss 
of prestige which a supervisor might feel when his sub-
ordinates receive information concurrently with him. How-
ever, training in the advantages of speed and accu1~acy of 
transmission can overcome this difficulty. 
Care must be taken to cover all levels desired. Ob-
viously, one break in a line organization method of dissemi-
nation halts the transmission. Increased control of coverage 
is available when using the modified line approach. The 
modified line method has further advantages in the saving 
of executive time, increased contact between the high and 
low levels of management and the opportunity for the direction 
of pertinent questions to authoritative sources. 
Organization for dissemination should include plans 
for feedback, if desirable or applicable. Feedback is the 
reception and transmission of information back up the line 
16 
in response to a message transmitted downward. In 
16. Walton, Eugene• ''Evaluating Feedback Channels, 0 
Supervision, XXI (March, 1959), p. 4. 
other words, it is a monitorine; of the ultir::tte effect of the 
tra:nsmi t tal.. Feedhacl~ can be in the fo:rm of spontaneous re-
plitta, organized observations, quest:ion .. m.ti.res. and production 
or other status reports.. usually. teedba.ck is informal, un-
organized, and consequently lacking in con.elusiveness. Feed-
37 
back which is planned and stimulated results in a healthy 
interchange of information.. Until immediatti reactions or 
eventual results are made known to a man.ager, he has very 
little knowledge of tb.e success of his d..irective19 and policies. 
SoTJte companias have twQ or more parallel· lines or organization .. 
apart from the main lines. It i,s de.~irable for all these 
groups to be so infor=fHi that the:t• can utilize information 
gathered by others and tl1.ere~y pro.'t'ent dupl:i.catiou.. The 
l!"equirements for coordinated ccmmiulication ic.erea..c:ie in. a 
17 
geometric progression ~s the stze of tbe firm increases .. 
is carried to lower levels of ~u~nageaent in order to ~id 
them in making decisions pe,culiai:- to their sc!!'p:e of t.mntrol. 
For exa•ple,. the production forecast is a great aid t;o 
maintenance supervision in the scheduling of equiptlent over-
l'f. Davis~ Ralph Cu:rri~r ~ The J:"",.:ndatiWntals ct Top 
M11nu1~~e1'llent Ol'elN Yorlt: Harper &""!Fotllers."'!1J51J ;p.-ml7. 
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Similarly. safety st..atif~;tics tea· ~n or!rar.iization a.a a whole 
can fl~ ce1~ta111 safety t~it.ltudes or h:.zai·df,:; which individual 
fo:1~amen m.1gh t overlook. 
Tbe transm:tliSiSit:ln •:;,f infonnati<>n co:nc<u.·ning plaJJG and 
policies is far ;fz-om ~uee!'lsstul in many compzu:lies;.. Tbis is 
probably caused in p1'rt by the lal"ge amount of detai1ed in-
forr.mt:ton involved. 11his lack of in1ccess ir~ also "!!~;lo to ra 
lack of appi•eciation o.f the principles of transmission, i .. e., 
the information eomes i.n largo doses; the mi'b.joot matter is 
difficult to tm~rstand; heea:t.me of complieation.-s; of und~r­
s·t.andi~~. tramm1issio11 i.s slow; and because of slow trau.s-
mis:tion, the rumor mill ga.ins the lead in the rece to tbe 
last receivers •. liowever. thou[;ht, th~ a.pplieatio:n of sound...\.~, 
:;>rinc:lples o:f transmission, and ca1·e can result in the de-
sired effect. Since iilnr..l'l ;and )',l\'llie!.03 ffJ:l."m the basis for 
t10st other business W:>eisioro,. th~y must be stated ac-
curately and applied .. 
Successful downward commiuiic:lltions caa be based on the 
soveral principles pre'l"ii:ln .. "i ly · covered. i!Olf0'ver, :each messag:~, 
liko ea.ch individual involved, is different frQlll the nm';t. 
There.fore~ the Pl."iDciples involved must be ·utilized to over-
come many different barriers to tbe flow of infomation. 
The following 11a.t is but a sattiple of the obstacles which are 
coaonly mot and whicl1 >ii~U:.i t be ove1"come iu the successful 
tra.satss.ton of infol'"mB.tion -~ 
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Barriers To COt!l'!m.mica ti on Downwru."d 
raanagement Reasons 
1. J,a.ck of a well-consldered policy regarding commm1icationa 
2. A:uthorita:rian climate in the company 
3. Pa.st record of insincerity 
4~ Timidity or in.difference in managemant 
l. Decentralizat:lon 
2. Poo1• definition of l"eSJ)Onsihilitii.:;s and authorities 
~'fee hanleal Reasons 
1. Failure i11 ·meaning due to i;mrd construction 
2. tAack of equipment, Le., telephones and "i.nter-com'' units 
3. Incorrect use of media 
Psychological Reasons 
l. !,aelt of open minds 
2. Jealousies 
3. Fears and prejudices! :Le., tbe reluctariwe of a p1'"esi-
dent to state bis position, the fear of stirring u1:> uu:rest 
and grievances with: a union ~nd the personal preference of one 
medium over another. 
18. Babbe, s. 1 op. cit., p .. 14. 
--
~to 
4. Hostility on. the purt oi tho union 
5. Hostility in the grapevine 
6. Failure to understand the real intei•ests of employees 
Comnuni.cat:toru.11 Upward, 
Conununications upws.i""d include all information 01"'igi-
nnting at lower levels un.d trau:::nlli ttcd to higher levels. In 
essence, they comprise all the facts, fi~;ures, and thoughts 
which management must co:u::>ider in the ope1~ation of the b't.lsi-
noss. Like communications dcn.vnward, lata-:z."'al levels should 
be included in the scope o::f dissorni.nation. This phase de-
pends basically upou i11tri11sic ootit1ation to converse. 
lJimit·ad usage can be made of extrinsic motivation i:n the 
form of mandatory l""eports, q:ciestionnairas, or question-and-
answer sessions. 
Types of Information 
'fhe inform.a ti on transm.i t ted upward is somet:i.raes sum-
marized in. five categoriss. Thay are: status information, 
unsolicited persom.1el information, labor problems, quality 
of production data, nnd information related to competition. 
Eaeh of these ·types can rsalte a significant contritution to 
the pool of knowledge required to keep an enterprise healthy. 
Status i.n:fo1-mation is concerned with the existing con-
dition and operation of plant and personnel. The statistics 
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involving tlle effective work-force aid in establishing 
efficiencies, costs, and organizati.onal structure. Pro-
duction reports are -vital status data which aid in establish-
ing sales goals, aid in forecasting raw material requirements 
and are indispensible in establishing standard costs. Th.e 
condition of plant infori;iation aids in establishing main-
tens.nee cos ts ; de prec ia t :i.ng pren:iises , and de termin:tng the 
nee<l for expansion or contraction. The status of person-
nel morale, as prev:tously noted, is indicative of the 
19 
degree of acceptance of ;plans and policies.. .Por tho most 
part, status information is sol:i.cited through stnndnrd media 
rather than through intrim;;ically motivated so1!l"ces. I.ts 
value, ho'11ever, WO\tld be much greater if the reverse were true. 
Unsc>licite'"l perso11nel information ts obviously moti-
vated f1~om within. It comprises all intelligence gained 
from spontaneous oral conversation.. Its outstanding con-
tribution is enlightenment con.earning conditions of morale. 
Because ot the very nature of this type of conversation, the 
speaker's att:ltud1.3s 1lre :re~;ealed. Quite often the .conv~r-
sat!on on the part of one person is indieative of an entire 
grou1.,. Unsoliei ted discourse is th<? most reliable source 
nf reaction concerning plans and policies. G1"i~vances 1 which 
fall in tllis category1 a.re .indicative of the s1>irit of co-
operation of the workers and the degree of control of morale 
by management. 
lS. Ji!oore, Granklin G., M~nufac;;z~ng M'.ana1ement, (Home-
wood, Illinois: Richard D. !rwin, I9..,..iJ, p. sg. 
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Labo1·-prohlGm :h1tolligen.ce refers to specific labor 
issues and enlightenment concerning unton activities. Th:ls 
latter field includes the goals, desh~es, acticn:u3 1 and the 
power of the union and its leaders. 
Competition i:nformath:m is com:.~er:.-:Msid ·;i.ri th all data on 
f'.1,Uiring organization. Cor:relation. o:f s;;.:i{:h :i.nfol"'1:iatiml also 
includes the employee •s opin.io11 of individ:a:C'l.1 cc1mpat 1 tors 
and co1.upetition as a whole. 
'I'he quality of p1•cduetion inform:at::lon emb1"ucer;;;; ol1 
knowledge on the qual:i. ty o:f a prodi!et ~ In add1 ti on, 1 t in-
cludes suggestions and prograrilS for an in.provem.ent of quality .. 
Cost-reduction se1'Hi:.n.11es. efficiency dovolopmant, .f;nd standard 
o:r off-standard methods fall in this categ:ory. 
l.istening 
The brief description of the foret;oin.g catcrro,;r:l{(:is of 
desired information is indicative of the wide fields of data 
which can and should ho t"eceived., tr·a:nsmittad, a:n(1 consumr.Hl. 
The progress of this inf·orm1ition always JJ.egins wi t1-. ono or 
mo-re parties lis teninr~ and observing. 
To be effective, listening mlist be cultivntod prae-
tic!i!d.. Periodic spurts of interest in the e;idll will not 
succeed. in its efficient development. Sh~.rp listeninr:; nnd 
observation must be continuous ~nd to some degree systematic .. 
The system:. pertains to steps which nu:t.y be followed routinely 
to ensure a constan·t appl~~e~~:t:J.on of listening and observation 
skills. 
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A good listener remaina alert during all conversations 
20 
ud considers the msaning of all words be hears.. Tills re-
quires au 11m1ed1a.te evaluation of all statements. Good lis-
tening ·involves a good deal of self-control .ta that boredom 
must be checked and personal feelings contained. In addition. 
keen. reception includes u analrsis of the epeakel!".r his goals. 
21 
his experience~ .and his back~round. 
Listeniq must be balanced in that tbe listener must 
sbcw'int•:reat ia all subjects. Ii this ts:not done• th• 
~ou1tersatioa will be narrowed in content to the point that 
it ay eJ&clude sipifioa.o.t facts. . 
/ 
The evaluation of a spe$ker 1s, poillt of view is extreme• 
22 
ly h41Pf.ul 1a determiniiig the uuinl' of Ilia •ora. T~is · 
c&ti'ba -=eom.pliahGd by taking the •peaker's atand in e argu-
qnt or taltiq his plac• ia a attua.t1on. This is usuallJ 
aceompl.tehed bf timely ·q:uestiom.. It is wise to realize that 
subjects® not alwaya •P1$?U"' to suboriinate• ~s they do to 
s~per1'1son. 
If the·auperior maiia.taiu strong opinions co:neinming a 
aubjec.t •. he does well to withhold tllem until the end of a 
23 
conversation. Sueh opinion tiihould r.t<>t be ev1d$nced bf 
20. Dootaer. u. J., op. cit ... p. 28. 
. -
21. Th• Diseusica of An Indtvidua1•a Performance. Tt'a1n-
ing; Division, 'ftap!o'yee"lr~rationYf tiepi'r'tmeni, t ... · ! . du 1)ont da 
Nemours Ii co., tac., Wtlsington, Delaware, p .. ti - 2. 
22. Ibid •• p,. 20-1. 
23,,. Doober" u .. J,,, op., c::lt.i p. 148. 
-·-~ 
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phJ'Sie&l actions or )facial distortions. Management. in order 
to p1a muillWI beaefi t f~ tile tree flow of in.formation, 
maintains ea open ·m1rrd about a subject until the final de-
ets!oas are ma.de. EVeu after these decisions are made. 
coatiradictor,- ideas should be accepted .for consideration 
wi tbout coadeaeeasioa .• 
Successful listening will not evolve unless the 11steaer 
~ the de$1re to listen and c01averse. This earnest desire 
aidS :la .the development of a d•ocrat1c climate, of free ex-
p,.-ea&ion.. The key to :maintaining a du.oeratic climate is 
tb obvious demonstration of actions. to the benefit of the 
' . 24 
autiord.hu\tes. u the result of tke free interchange of ideas. 
Ia other words, prove •ith deeds the ad.vantage of the spon-
taneous flow of 1atormat1ou.. Care skould be enrcis•d to 
process all promises. tf there are no intentions coaceniq 
aa·aetlon. 1Qlicattons·eoncerniq the actioa should not be 
. 25 
mad• .. 
Liate111nc to aad agree1q with ioformatio11 bown to be 
1'alse or aislea4lac 1S as ba.4 as traasltlitt.iq unreliable data 
ta·the ftrst place. :aegar4leu of the di:fftcnlties !avolved, 
26 
e.ronous tntelltgeace should be corrected aa soon as poss.ible. 
Even if the cOftleetiou result ia additional arguments. the 
advantages of eoaonly uru:lentood prftiaes will hasten a si,1c-
ce•fal completion of u interchange of tlu:n.tghu. 
24~ Benemaa. Herbert G .. ,J~ •• n4 Jolla G. !'m"abu.11- Person-
ael Administration and tabor ilelattons, «n Yor1u Pl'entice-
llitl," tac .. , 1e2r ;'. J:-aos., 
25. Dooher .• u. J,., <>f· cit., p. 148. 
26. na.bbe, s., op. ctt. 1 p. 7 • 
. -
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Special opportunities for listening aid il\ providing 
situat1ou where eomversors are free and stimulated to convey 
their thoughts. Foremen's meetings provide occasions when 
several foremen on a certain level can •oiee their individual 
opiniou and conclude by organizing a joint ·OP,.aion. con-
fere.ncea provide occasions for bearing many diversified 
opinions about specific subjects. 0-J.tside the iCODf1nes of 
the business facilities, picnics. dinners, and dances pro-
vide occasions for bearing many ideafJ and opinions free of 
any real or implied organizational pressure. 
consid:crable·lntrinsicall;v motivated information can 
"·ome·· .from a union wlaieh feels that a tlemooratie at.m.ospbere 
e'ltists.. This :information source can be cultivated by striv-
2'i' 
inc to cooperate with reasona.ble union desire15.. This does 
ll~t mean that anr and all union requests should be granted. 
Bowe:Ver, it does mean that gll requests and statements sbould 
w,heud and action taken based oa merits set forth :J.n the 
Mar:b.tih ta tlda respect, the organization. o~aticn, and 
a1- of the union tm.J.St bi$ t.horoug;hl7 uaderstood .. 
1'1ninsmtss1on Upward 
once information is gathered by listeaiog or bf obser-
vation, only half th• eoW'.l'runica,ting job is done. The in-
tell.ligenee, to be of benefit to any person other than the 
~eetp.teat, must be correlated and transmitted upward Q'lf' 
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laterally. The 11ateaing an.d correlation is an individual 
probleut ot the recipient. The transtli.Ssion. however, can 
be orgaDi:ed and procedur~s ··established. 
Procedures for the oral transmission of \'!es.sages speci-
fy -who is to heeiYe, ·~ifb.ere the receptiou ahould take place, 
and when trua.neeption shoold take place. The re$pomibi.lit1 
of ea::.•rying out tile p:roeedure lies jointly with the euper-
v.isor and tae subordinate~ The lead in discharging this re-
l 
sponsib~lity, honver. 1Jhould be taJ;en hy the supervisor. 
Tiu~ portion of the p:rocedure wllieh specifies who s.s to 
J"eeeive'tlle·1atonaation is developed around tke orga.aiaation .. 
The subordinates must bow their supervisors and nr..u11t be 
fa1Bilia.r \:vd tll c011parable late,,-al levels of supervisioa. 
Furthe~. tkos• who should rece1'ffe specific in.formation de-
1 
.. I 
pends,! in m&af cases, upoa what the information ls about. 
I 
I 
'For etample, a manufacturing foreman, Wh$n anaoun.cJ.ng 
i ' >1 ·r 
ae1'...an1cal difficulties c.once:rced with his operatlllf: maohineey. 
I 
sh~ld inform both hia supervision and th~ represe.n.tati•e of 
·th~ :ma:t.nteaaace organization wh!eb·can help him with bis 
/ ' 
. I -~pecif1c problea. If .the philosophy.of the orl'anizatioa 
J.•rt'!lits, th$ auounoem.ent to supervision should be a aoti-
iicatton oa1y and the a:anwDCement to 1aaj.ntettance. should be 
a de•and for action. This makes clear the necessity of 
St111$n!sion.tbo~ghl7 uaderstandi~g·th!G orpni~atioa and 
1tn.0ttil1;'.tlle perst>rm.el on lateral levels who can bf/ of 
assist~... Furthel.". it is cbviotm that ·~he apeed of action 
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ts greater if the colDl\U'lication flO'l'S freely to the lateral 
levels rather thu up to higher levels before the cross over 
2S 
ts made. ct.tut A illustrates this point. 
consider A es the president of u organizatioa.. Bt C,. 
D, E. and F ill 011e ltae, ,,nd G, u. I, J, aad I: 1n aaother 
liae, are line aupenieors r~rting to A. Furtruar, usume 
that JI wants to tnumit information to K •. If he were to 
tollo1r the conventional line athod,, the uuage would be 
received and :reuans:mitted ten times before it reaches 1 .• 
If. t~ mMsa;ge We!'e tr•umitted laterally, oaly one tran.a--. 
,· ' 
Jaissioa and oae ~eeeptioa are involved. Thus, by follow-
' ' ' 
ing the straight 1:1.ne orgatU.zatioa uthod, there &!'e twent1 
· chanees of error. Th:e · modified line aethod allows bat t1t0 
cllanc.e$·of enor .. 
· Emphasis mwlt be plaQ$d oa th• fact that frequentl,-. 
E sllould receive the information for status or poatrol pur-
PQSQ. · The heigkt to which the traas111ssion upward 11aould 
· raach should be the lowest level ta the orgaaization which 
kas. the requiaite eompetenee29aut.hority and pest.tge to 
matte· or ratify tile decision. 
The where and waen eonceraiq reception of commun1-
catloas are of. n~ity determned largely b1 the avail..-~· 
ability of the person who 1$ to receive the message.. This 
J>ersoncoul.d ·be.a htgh•r supen1•or or a member or·super-
v.fs1on ca a lateral .level. At the outset 1t shOuld be 
28... Davts. a. c .. * oe;. cit.• p. 230 .. 
29.. Davis, n. c .• 02. cit ... •· 307. 
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Ch2ins of COTciJrlR~ld 
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emphastzetl that non-availability of a superYisor shouldaot 
be allowed to llalt the flow Gf iafona.tion.30 Procedures 
should be epeeitic in poi.nting out nest higher levels of 
recept.1oa if the standard level caanot be i-epresented. Ia 
IUl1l7 cues some- levels of supents1on may resent this 
becaae theJ vtn 1t as a threat to tlte1r job securit,.. The 
e11ataatton of thts fear is a •anager.tal pJ.>oblem which m.ust 
be so1"4 ia 01t4-- to keep th.e chunel.s opea. 
SQpenison s.hould establish times and flaces foi- face-
31 
to-face coatac:t with su})ol"cHnates. These coatacta should 
1Je #01tt1ae and praetice:d fattllfully. ta addltioa, 1n1pple-
aeatan' coatacta should be 11a4e on a non-scheduled bas1s ·to 
eSISU'e that tile. api..,tt of t.he coauic:at:lons program is per-
petuated. Thea auppleraeatary con.tacts., thoufrb aot o:n: a 
roegule achedule,. should be contiuuou au :regulu ia number 
o-ver • ~iod of ttae.. There is ao ny of 4etemin1ng wlien 
or wllere nqutred tnformatioa or aews ls going to break. 
Supeniaion on lateral levels should establish l.fouttae 
ooouloas wllere in.formattcn can bG ezc'buged.. Tlds 1S best;, 
ueOQllahed tln'oqh faithful daily coatacts nea if there 
:ts no speeitJ.c aessage to uansait.. Theee dally eOlltacts 
coo.14 .. tie sumariZd in pmalodic coufarences. 
. ao.. JtelllllTf. a.a.,. aad a.a. aehaeff•, ~·Anatrzba You 
c,om•:utjc.atioa Pro'bleai" ~1can Bustness, XXVI?(J'u1Jsl957).p.,29 •. 
11. Doolan .. lf •. J,. t D· cit •• p .. 148. 
The techniques of free oral flow are numerous. Com-
munication programs c~uanot be successful unless supervision 
knows and understands tlie organization. Particularly, the 
portion of the organization immediately above, below. amd to 
the side should be thoroughly understood. Once the arrange-
ment and needS of the organization are appreciated, super-
vision is then in a position to receive and analyze applic2ble 
information. Reception includes accuracy of hearing. an 
analysis of bae?-tgrounds and events, and an appreeiat1on of 
mrulJ points of view. Transmission ineludes the organization 
of the messaga, organ:i.zatton for dissemination and. evaluation 
of results. Finally. these principles and techniques must 




Occasio~s for Oral Commun1c·ation In Industry 
Several occasions tor oral eo~nications are d1scttSS4.M! 
in this chapter. These talks ~re the most comm.only occurring 
situations in industry wh.ieh require oral conversations. 
Traits, techniques, and pitfalls are discussed and illustrated. 
Normal Instructions aind Order Giving 
The bulk of oral communications issued by supervisors 
involve instructions a.nd directives. Tbe first step is to 
l determine what is desired. Second, the lll6thod of accom-
pl1sbmeat must be outlined. Third, 1'"esponsibili ties and taslm 
must be divided among tbe employees who will work en the ;job. 
FourtJa. standards of time and perforunce must be established.., 
The fifth step is to repeat steps one through four to 
the employees. The s:txtb step is to explain why the job is 
being done.. Finally, the last step is to ans'Wer questions 
which the employees might have or pose qu1ltstions to them. to 
ascertain their understanding of the assignment. 
' 
The supervisor should know and t!1orougbly und<~1·stand the 
job in question. His assignments sliou14 be based on the 
capabilities available or need for training ot less capable 
people .. 2 Assignm.ents must be m~de impartially. It is unfair 
1. hrs ton, Everett C., 1 .. orir1g N. Thcmp~on, and Frank 
Zacher, Business Communication (New York: The Uacmillan co., 
1949), · p,.U5. ' -
2. Dooher, at. Joseph, Effective Commun1ent:lon on theJob 
(New York: AmE'ti"ican i~anageme'iirissoc:CatiiinJ, p~tOO'." - - -
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and demoralizing to overload willing workers.3 Instructions 
4 
should be limited to joh:xa which can be reason.ably accomplished. 
A serious pitfall is to ~sume that workers understand in-
structions witlmut t1ttki~~ adequate checks on their com.pre-
hens ion. 
5 
All orders fall into one of four classifications: 
1. The call for volunteers 
2. The implied o:rdaa~ 
3. The request 
4. The direct order 
The call for volunteers has comparatively little usage 
in industry. In most cases people l1ave assigned duties which 
prevent them from bein,t~ volunteers or give them excuses 
behind which they can bid~. A typical use would be a call 
to a group for some of the group to perform a job of limit:ed 
duration together:, E~ample: Tbe time is close to the end 
of a work day. S0veral employees are standing together ta.llting .. 
The foreman in charge ~·ants to unload a hand truck so that thl3 
vehicle will be a:vailable to the :Qiglltshift.. Ile addr~sses 
the group. ''It would be a great hel11 if some of you would 
unload this l1and truck before you leave.,, 
Tt1e implied order• which suggests that sometbil7;g be 
3. Ibid. 1 P. 103,, 
4. Loe. cit. 
--
5. Ibid., p. 105. 
able and above all, willing worker.~ The supervisor, in 
this case, does not give complete i~3tructions or set 
standards of performance. In the case of eonseientious 
employees, this type of order is the most effective since 
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it compliments their ability to ccnu1J1•ebend, reason~ and per-
16eation of a movo.ble :r;>a1-t on a series of iaachines.. He 
addresses John.. ''Jolu1, ! be.lieve our qua.li ty of production 
industry tod.ay. It does not offend· a sa1l$i ti ve worker 'vhen 
6 
a direct order might ant~,g;onize btm. Often it can partially 
mellow the bard-boiled msn and is always worth trying before 
machine .. " 
for emergencies anti special si tu.ation."l where certain wo.rlters 
1 
require some forceful direction. The direct order sbocks 
6. Loe. cit. 
7. Ibid., p. 106 
* The implied order involves exceptions to the 
principles o~ good transmission .. This technique, used on 
certain individuals. sometimes promotes better cooperation. 
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It is appropriate for a chronic violator. If prior orders. 
issued as requests, have been violated or not carried out, the 
direct order might be utilized to ensure :results.. It is 
not advisable to use direct orders on any person continuously. 
If possible, direct orda,.rs should be re:served for emergency 
situations since the me>ra hearing of a direct order will 
indicate a severe urgency to act. 
Any order, regardless of the four types, should be :fol-
8 lowed by au adequate reason for its issuance., 'Workers want 
to know why tlley are perfo~Lng a certain t&i.sk.. The expla-
nations should be the basic reasons, not the: f{!i.ct that the order 
was passed down to subordinates.. Also, enthusiasm aids in tbe 
promotion of reasoning. 
Over the Desk Speaking 
Though over the desk rapeaking is usually very inform.al, 
preparation can be very hei.pful~ The goals :should be the 
complete transmission iAnd reception of the subjects discussed 
in the least amount of time. Dism.1ssions should be objective 
and aimed at developing ideas and tboughts of the subordinate .. 
. 9 
The following traits are applicable: 
1. Attendence for discussion.~ should be prompt 
3. Subordinate should feel welcome 
4. Com·tesr is indispensable. 
8. Ibid .. ,,. p,.100. 
9. Uarstcu1, E.C., L .. T.t1u'lm.psl')n" and F .. Zacher, op. cit. ,p .. 485 .. 
--
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5. Decisions must be ms.de :forcefully 
7,. Emotional control should be maintained. 
and analyz-ed. 
Telephone Conversations 
speed of commtinicati.ons. Basic t1"t1ainirr,g in its use includes 
all of· t!'le principles and: techuiqu.ea of oral conversation 
111 addition to severaJ. which ~re peculiar to the use .of the 
10 
telephone itsal:f * These tee!-u1iq) .. tam are listef..l lz·elow .. 
Preparation for Outgoi:ne Calls 
1.. Announce who is cal ling. 
Receiving Incoming C~lls 
2.. Announce name and position .. 
341 Talk directly into the iMtru'iueut. 
10. Ibid., p. 491 .. 
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4. Make notes during conversation. 
5. Record ~essages for others. 
Announcements 
Announcements, to be effective, ·are thoroughly organized 
as to content and coverage. All the principles of transmission 
should be applied.. Announcements are diffim:i.lt because 
they usually deal with change, such a.a procedures. policies, 
11 
and regulaticu:as. The effect of these talks could be far-
reaching since they can alter self-confidence, statW'J, 
, 
earnings, sincerity, privileges, and :ple.ns. The prerequisite 
of this type of conversat.ion is Umt it be emn1ilete 111 seope 
and coverage, authentic, and properly edited in content.. It 
is probable that more announcements are mishandled in industry 
12 
than any other form of oral communication. 
Recognition 
Talks of recognition1 ean be in the form of introductions, 
commendations, and messriges of appreciation.. The most impor-
tant trait here is si:neerity. These talks become more 
meaningful it faets, pl~\ces, and elates are used :h:1 tl1e body 
of the message,. 
Reprimands 
Occasionally, every supervisor faces the necessity of 
a~iaistering a 'reprimand. Reprimands are difficult because 
11. Ibid • ., p .. 462-463. 
12. Ibid., p. 463a 
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there are different reasons and situations which prompt 
their requirement. The various reasons and situatioas arise 
from the fact tbat every employee is different frc:m2 the next. 
The basic premise of a reprimand is tbat most employees 
are conscientious and want to be fair. 13 They have a desire 
to talte pride in their jobs. The reprimand should therefore 
be more than an ad."!lonition; it should include a discussion 
of causes aad suggested cures. The superviso1 .. should begin 
by stating the reason,s for the criticism :followed by words to 
the effeet that of:f icially the employee is bei:ng reprimanded. 
the aetion, the remaining portion of the interv-iew should be 
devoted to discussion of what can be.done to improve the sit-
uation. This discussion should include suggestion~ by botb 
parties. The interview should be conelt1ded. with a statement· 
of what is expected !n the future. If possible, it is advan-
tageous to gain the subordinate's agreement to the statement 
14 
and willing cooperation to improve. 
The settin~ of a reprim.~J:nd should be completely private. 
The supervisor must maintain coaposure at a.11 times. It is 
wise to allow ample time because rushing will make the employee 
feel that he has not had time to state his case. 
13. Dooher, op .. cit. ,,p. 108 .. 
--
14. Ibid. p. 110. 
Foreman-Employee Meetingr;; 
The foreman-employee meetings, if ref{Ularly scheduled, 
15 
ean serve as a core of an oral comnr...mieation.s program. 
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This meeting allows employees, tts a group, to listen to 
announcements and discmssions by tbeir immediate supervisor. 
There are several stront?: ~ui?antages to man.ag:er:ient associated 
with these meetings: 
1. 'FOt"emen, as :fi:r:·st 1.ine s1:lpervision and potential 
on their feet and speak to a group. 
2. Foremen. are t:lught to think t1nde1'" pressure. in front 
of a group. 
3. Foremen are stiri.mlated to maintain their organiza-
strate this knowledge in f:ron.t of their subordin~tes. 
4.. These meetings nre stimulating to management 
because b~rd to answer questions are passed t~p the 
line until answers are received. 
to -the employees. The :meeti~g is an assembly of the unit 
16 
in wla.i.eh tt~e employees' k'rimar-1 interests lie. 'll'hat happens 
in an employee's worltt unit <!et&mi.nes largely bow he adjtists 
to his job an.d ;how he regards his supervisor and con111any. 
15. Babbe, Stephen, Communi-catin~ with Employses 
(New York: National Induslr!al'"'Eon!erance l:foud, · IY52), p. 23 .. 
16. Loe. cit .. 
--
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The employee looks to the supervisor for help and guidl1nce. 
When an employee attends .th.ese meetings, Im realizes that he 
is in association with this gupervisor and thnt the stiper-
visor is interested :tn k.aeping him informed,. 
Chart B is a simplified outline of the methods of con-
The plannetl eon:ference is a moans to a de:f ini te end 
providing for.an orderly atta.ek nnd cross discussion of a 
problem or plan by a l:lmited numi:Jer of select conferees 
. . 17 
under the guidance of a leade:r.".. It does not t":eg1.n with 
an aff1raat.1ve or. negative side. No ona ia eiqJected to 
force his points. A. t th~ end of the ecnferance, however• 
i'.t is expected t~at a decision or plan of action will have 
been reached .and agreed upon_ by a majority of the conferees. 
Most conferences. fall into one of the following tllree 
categories: 
.tJpe of conference is one held by a line supervisor as the 
leader and his subordin.~tas ftS the conferees.. . rlhJ.s t,-pe 
allows the su~isor to strengthen his organization. There 
are several d1sa.dvanta.ges, hol!ever. The. line supervisor 
" ' ' . ' 
might not .be a, good contell'enee le&der. T'.ae best e:perieace 
ts uot p:rovided because tbe conference is alw21ys conducted 
w:l th . the same people. conferees ai&bt be hesitant to discuss 
17. Marston, Tbompson, and Zacher, op. cit., p. 512. 
--
now TO CONDUCT FOREMAN-E"APLOYEE MEETI1«.YS 
I .. Foremen to conduct t~eat:lng 
A. Invite speakers only on special occasions 
B.. Be informal 
e. Answer all questions 
D. Be sincere and discuss matters frankly 
II .. Be Beady for The Meeting 
A. Remind employees of appointed t.im.s 
B. F.stablisb an agenda pri.or to r.de-ating 




· 5. Procedures 
6. New employees 
1. Suggestion a:wards 
8. Recognition for jobs well done 




c.. Review notes of previous meeting 
D.. Make notes if helpful 
III. Scbedule Meetings Regularly 
A. Daily or veelttly 
B. Schedule :during the paid working day 
c.. Bold at a convenient time 
n. Eold in famj liar surroundings 
IV. Follow Up 
A. correct improper conditions and 1.nforma.tio11 
B. Give answers as soon as they a.re learned 
c. Ta:te action promI>tly 
v. Benefits to Foreaen from Meeting 
A. confidence in speaking before and leading a group 
B.. Iueroased job interest 
c. Closer contact with men 
D.. Opportunity to l"eview objectives 
E. cooperatioa within unit crew 
F. Opportunity to obser~e employee reactions 
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a. H~b'be, Stephen, Communieation with Emplotees. (New York: National Industi!a! conference Boarut~52), p.23. 
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Finally the time required r~moves a con11,lete sub-org£mization 
18 
from the job site. 
;i-eat percentage of supei"'vision tn':!.)St be .r4v;ay f1'om the job 
19 
site at one time. 
standing o:f the problem or situation should be U.1.~ leader .. 
The major advantage is the diversified aid from the staff 
18. Mtmsro.an. William, comgru.u~icatio;u Within The Manage-
mant Group (New York: Nation~l' !'iffi'i'S'E!raI C'OO:f~"ffiice 1U.n.iid, 
'I17iE7)' p.. 7. ' 
19. Ibid., p. ~. 
-
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not be to the best ad"l~n.tage of the area. '"the goals of the 
area, usually production, aro paramount. From t:i.me to time 
staff groups lose sight of this principle. The staff type 
Supervision should receive specif ie instruction on 
methods involved in eondr.wting conferences.. Using p1·oper 
skills and techniques, .a. conference leader can establish 
bigh standards and goals~ 
a. subordinate. These contacts are ext:remely i.t':'lportant as 
all the activities. goals and atti.tudes of th~ employee are 
20 
summarized and graded. l:n the' case of raem11?ers of s~Jper-
in pay. 
aeeomplish. All avail~ble inform~tion concern.j.ng tl1c am-
21 
A 1~1aee for the· i.nterview 
20. The Discussion of .. ~n Individual• s P~rfoi"n!anca 
(TraiDtng ll'Iiislon, · r:mj!oyee-U-e1afioni""ile'Pi7ttme·n-c·. -Ji!~ ·1 .. du 
l"ont de Nemours f~ co., Inc., Wilmington, Delav1are), P- 1-1. 
21. Ibid., p. 10-2. 
Conference Situation 
l~ Discussion of a ~urrent 
problem, either of a singie 
department· or a broad 
problem of the company. 
2. Discussions of problems 
of. supervision. 






To get the best thinking of t~ose 
who have an in te:res t in tl:<:' prob-
lem a11d knowledr.;e and cxpel'icnce 
to contribute to its solut:ion. 
To raise the s tandarc~ nf s111,er...;. 
visory.performance by examining 
the best existing practices, 
ei tiler ainong members of t!ie r;rµup 
or exemplified by indust~ial 
supervisors elsewhere. 
A. To assure common under::; tanding-
of policy and procedure by 
management t"iorsonzw 1 . 
B. To examine po~icy and procedure 





a. Lead group to recognize and isolate the problem. 
b. Assemble facts and evaluate them. 
c. Uncover available solutions. 
d. Select the solution which seems best to the group. 
a. Draw out experience of group as related to the 
topic; encourage group to back points by specific 
examples. 
i). Discuss and analyze the effects of one course of 
action in relation to other possible actions. 
c. Get agreement as to what seems to be the best 
principles to be foilowcd. 
d. Provide or have someone else provide authoritative 
information or background essential to sound 
conclusions. 
a. Get group to examine critically the policy state-
ment to determine its fairness and workability. 
b. Get group to recommend changes that would 
strengthen the policy or related proc~dure. 
c. Get agreement concering recommendations to be 
submitted to other segments of management for their 
consideration. 
Failure to have recommendations accepted no re-
flect ion on group. 
b. McFeely, Wilbur M. and William Mussman, 
Techniques of Conference Leadership (Ne'1i York: 
National Inilllstrial Conference Board, 1946),p.13. 
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Dl.tring the actual interv~lew the atmosphere should be as 
informal as possible.. T.he si.;uaury of perform$u1ce, with 
strong points, should be read or stated :followed by a pause. 
Tb.is pause allows for employee's reactions. The ·weak IX>ints 
should then be itemiz~d tollowtui by another pause. Tbe em-
ploy(:l'0 should be given adequate time to st.ate his opinion 
·Of the ra.ting,. Care should bG" exercised to restate em ... 
ployee 's su:tswers O:t" cc~n.ts to mat~e sure th~t they were 
received in tlr.e intended context.. Tlle rem.a1nder of the 
A prerequisite in handling a grievance is knowing and 
understal.'ld.ing th~ grieval\ce procedure applic~ble to the 
22 
situation. During the intervi~'f the employee sllculd be 
mad.e to feel at ease,. JJ.e should be allowed ample time to 
state bis case. Tl' .. e superv:J.sor should control his te!n.per 
and not reveal it through facial c."ltpressions. The a.1:-
grieved employee's story should be restated in diflerent 
words so that his meaning can be ehect;;;ect. It must be borne 
in mind that the inte1'"vicw is not over until the employee 
23 
bas talkiid himSel:f out. lt is desirable to taiiilte a settle-
ment or :form a plan. of action as so-on as possibl!J). If this 
23. 
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is impossible, plans for investigations should be explained 
to the employee and times and dates fixed for future meetings 
concerning the problem. 
Protection of Confidential Information 
Part of what every supervisor knows is confidential. 
There arises a problem of what to do when a person asks a 
direct question about a confidential subject. There are 
several possible correct ways to handle the question, but 
there is no single best way. The answer depends on the 
24 
situation, the question, and the person. The problem is 
to change the subject without offending the interrogator 
and without stimulating bis curiosity. The following pos-
sibilities can be explored: 
1. Change the subject as though you did not hear the 
query. Bring up another mat te1·. 
2. Pleasantly say, "No comment'~.. This conceals facts 
but does not ridicule or chastize the questioner. 
3. Raise the time element; i. e.-, "Still up in the 
air. I am sure there will be an announcement soon". 
4. Ask questions yourself rapidly. It tells him 
gently and·gradually that you are not going to answer his 
questions. 
24. Shepherd, w. G., "How to Conceal the Facts Grace-
fully,n Textile World, CVII (September, 1957), p. 64. 
5. Give a qualified "N'o", 'i:Jut indicate an announce-
ment will be made in the near future,. 
G.. Inform him that he is <mt of line, but in a tactful 
way.. r•you know what? You sound lU:e someone who does not 
have enough headaches of his own and \Van.ts to take on some-




The grapevine is an informal system of receiving and 
transmitting information in an unauthoritative manner to 
and frota personnel,. some of whom deserve access to the. tn-
format!o:n and some of whom dO not. It carries information 
which is personally interesting to individuals and grot1ps. 
Without this interest there is no basic drive to pe:rpatu-
ate its activities. 
The basis of a grapevine is usu.ally attribut:ed to 
l 
inadequacies in the official eomlmlnication systems. 
Interesting nen:1 once released on a~y level1- tends to 
find.its way to other levels even if no official pro-
visions are made for the transmission.. The form tha i:n-
fo~t1on is in when it reaches its final destination 
might not~ however, resemble the original ideas. When-
ever it is desirable to transmit information eorrectly 
and rapidly,., the initiative must be taken by an official 
cownunication system. Also, this system must be aeeurate 
ud effective. The point is to control the formation 
of rtunors by distributing tlt.e facts before r..imors can 
materialize.. A company u.'!ually is entwined in the kind 
2 





Dooner, tt. Joseph, Effective Communication on 




Tl1e grapevinf!):· itMUcates that employees have more than 
-~ i$ 
a routine inteNst in their jobs. Rumor travels only when 
and t1~ true tac ts are shrouded in some kiml of ambiguity. 
If )i~ple are anxious al::iout the outcome, they may accept 
t:be version th.at serves to confirm their fears. If ·they 
are bOJ,.')ing for better things, they will snatch at :&ny 
thinz: that coloi•s tl~e woi·ld to a. rosier true. If they are 
rese11tfi1l, they will be all the more receptive to .ideas 
that "'fix tbe blame'' on a perGon. or gruup they dislike .. 
In apaly~ing a grapevine consideration should be 
considered p liaison individuals while otliers are f1as-
4 
sive. 
served and imitated by .fellow employees. 
with their natural desire and sometimes ability to bear 
and conversil,. .fo1"m the backbone of this infonm.l system .. 
Many autboritiea consi.der a g:rapevitte entirely t:.~d. 
'l.'o be sure. it c1"ea.tes ma.ny diaadvantttges and probleM. 
5 
On the other bud, it can be used to advantage. Any 
individual who bu a right to i·eceive c~rtain information 
but: f<u• some reason does 110t, is justified in e%ploiting 
6 
tbe rumor mill to his pe1"sonal advantage. Z..l-ormally,. it 
3~ t,oc. cit .. 
4. Loe. cit. 
-5. Spernoff,. B .. J .. ,. ''Grapevine Helps Pick Supervisor,. ... 
I;erso!l~!l Sm1rnal, XXX",. (1'.leeamber, 1 B56) , p. 258. 
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ia a joint respousibility ot snpervision. nnd subordinates to 
keep ea.eh other informed. If one of these parties drops the 
responsibility, it does not nooessa:.-ily relieve the other 
party of the s~me obligation. lf lie does not receive of-
ficial messages, he is duty bound to exploit the .g.Tapevine. 
Rumor mills have otber peculiar uses. They can be E!'.X• 
ploited experimentally to test the effect of a }'>tending policy 
or plan. Of cours0 it is daSi:t"able tb:at the scope of the 
experiment be controlled as to the number and status of in.-
div:lduals receiving the information. 1\lso, a relief valve 
or stop device must be available to stop the rv.mo:r· if it 
goes out of control .. 
Rumors have been tmed to combat pla~ of groups or 
unions. consider a company wfaich: has a. union beset with 
jurisdictional prol>lerris. Basically, tbese jurisdictional 
. problems are iaternal u.nion affairs. Due to their existence, 
however. pe:rson.nel are interested, agitated, ,and i1pset. It 
is to the company's advantag~ if the problems are salved 
because the agit;ation and disturbauees are ea.using both a 
loss of time frou work and a loss of product quality due 
to inattentiveness. A possible solution is to start a 
rumo1· that all work causing the jurisdiction.al arguments 
will be contracted outside the company if the problems are 
not rapidly settled. 
Tbe disad:vantages of a gTapeviue usually outweigh the 
7 
advantages. 'l"he rumor mill is not careful to cheek the 
7. LG'C... cit. 
--
vantageous direction.. :Siiany com-ganiea or:ierate inform.al 
6 
ru..~or clinics where rwl!ilors are actively sought. The 
by credited or discredited,. If applicittlle details are 
must benefit both supervi~ion and la.box· if it is to sur-
The harsh effects of a rumor mill can be minimized by 
9 
meetings :-ind contacts wi t11 na,tural leade1"'s. 'l'hese m~etings. 
sbould promote an interest in honest ccmmunieations. This 
s.. Loe. cit .. 
--
9. l.oc .. cit .. 
these inrlividuals receive and tm.derstand autbori·tative 
gessages. Finally• the last-ditcI1 stand to 1ainimize the 
harsh effect.s is to squelch ill-advised rumors as fast 
10 




As already stated. eve'il'y buai.aess utiliz,1~N,':il araa depend..~ 
on e.ffieient oral cotil'iumtieation. Yet, thia means c.f com-
munieatloa receives lt!::l$S developt>~nt than other ne\iia, per-
1 
haps because it is ass~ that everyone knoW'S .how to talk. 
Little ~lysis is mad$ of tbe effectiveness of convGrsatica .. 
Like th() coot of' operation of the aedi:um i U;$lf, the col.it of 
tralni~ ia oral convm:-sation ie less t~!aa ·the ~;;est of train-
ing fol!' any other eyst•. 'f!le ~nson for this is that ad·e-
qiiate oral con.wrsatic:mal skill miASt be developed prior to 
tbe effective use of UJ' ether medium. 
Advanta:es of Trainin~ 
In 'brief, training in oral co~,,mication teac:t.Aes indi-
2 
effect.tvely u~ 'believed and follO"Uf)d more readily thrln 
persons lack1n: in oratorical st{ill$. Speakin{h t~ a skill, 
!',i;, 
.... 
is g-~inoo. Confidence iS developed by continued i~aetice 
and by analys1.s of results. 
l.. Spene@, L. n., wcormnuni~ations Training, A ~~~gleeted 
.!\t'}'Jl"(')acb•*• Pe~ne1, T.JtXIV (J'ovember, 1957), lh 65. 
t; :lilh ..... LPW ! 
Goal.a of Tratainc Program 
The development of coaf 1dence :la oral coavtn:"Sation 
should 'be. the priaary goal of the tl"ain.ing progrm. once 
se1r.;..re11aace ts developed,. tlle speaker has no reason to 
hesltaite ta· applying the other trai~s ·and ·t.eehn1.quos of 
oral. eonven:atton whicl1 PJ'OtlOte the operation of a sound . 
overall comu:aicat1on eystem. 
· To p.ta··•confideaoe. the traiaee should be taught to 
look ftni opportunities to share· -.sages. This means that 
. ev~ oppartuait)' to spea'tl t1!1$t be exploited. Tbne oc-
oas.iom cu besuppl~nted with a.igaod talks on various 
subjects. Ifovlce speakers should be required to give talks 
perlodiea117.'tllroughout the cours• as new principles are 
leune(f. Ae the c~e progr•sG1s, tbe pr.inc1ples .of oral 
tnasmise1oa should be stressed au4 followed by a discus-
sion of the actual·. t.ools wh.tcb can lle uses!. fte course 
4 
s'nould follow thr• stares of progression: 
. 1. · ltolease .;,. the speaker leuu to relax aad forget 
tMlf. 
2. co.ctidence - the student begiu to gaia coaf1deace 
in ~is ability to transmit an idea. 
· 3 • Pfteuuion - the speaker pins skills in· promotion 
aad selling ideas through.the uncomctow.;·ue ot con-
versational tools. 
4. 1.tae. ctt. 
--
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Critique of Efforts 
Training in communicatioJW shoi.'!lld result in less errors 
of operation., less missunderstan<llnc:. less clarification of 
queatiom. and b1ghei" moi"ale.. It is difficult, l1owever, to 
Qea:aure progress in communicating a,bilitie~ with a fb ... a 
yardstick. The resulting advanta~es. regardless how great, 
are slow to uture. The best check on progress is to ob-
serve the actions and lwten to tbe :co~nts wliich are 
stimulated by the eom.munications. Supplementinc these ob-
servations. studies ea.n be made of over-time l1oum and jobs 
completed on schedule. This data usually shU'.rs a tre21d of 
improiremeut as commu.nicaition effeeti:vene$$ incre~ses. A 
qu-estionnai~e about so.me message recently received or trans-
mitted eaa be utilized on occasion.. This questionaa.ire should 
ask for facts, tiw~~ dates. and situations.. It can be 
utilized for any memsa,[?~e at any level of tiae organization ... 
The ques·tionna:lre,. compared with the results expected from 
the transmission of the message, will give an indication of 
th3 e.t:tectivene$S of the eOll'mlunieating system .• 
BOOK II 
Study of OJ-al CommUnicatioas Witbln Area llainteu.nce 
Spruance Plant 




scope a11d Pul!-pose of Study 
Tke ma.int•~• orgutzatioa at the Spruaace fibers· 
locat1ou serves a m.ulti-plnat facl.lity which 1• composed 
. ' . . 
of ou raron plant, one nylon plant, and one researcl'l 
laboratory~ The objective of the u1nteuace group is · 
to ma1ntah the operatioa and housekeepbg o! the plant 
production aachiaer1 •. faet~7 tiuildiugs. and pluta.--
vice machinery ad_ buildings ia a safe and orderl1 aaa-
cer. nts objeotive is accomplished bJ appro::lmate11· 
three huadred.sechulcs aad crafts.men,. the ujorit7 of 
whom are available tor work ta aay of the three plaats. 
All mainteaaaee supervisioa reports to higher super-
vision •itlin the aaint•aanee orgaaiatioa. The kigheat 
aatntenaace official, the ma1nteaaace super9isor, re-
ports to the WOl'bJ Engineer. Orgaalzatioa oart D. 
PaP 761 illustrates the plant 11ae orgaatzatioa. or-
gaaiaatlon Claart E. page 77. illustrates the works 
Engiaeerlng orgaalcation. A fvtller. detailed diecus-
slon ot the orgaaiaattoa aa4 its duties will be covered 
in Cba.pter II. 
Scope of Study 
Tlte oral·coauatcatiou aoat·trequeatly used bJ' 





i Assistant Plant J.ianager 
i __ .. ,,~ .. .;..-... .. _ ....,,..,,,,..,_-..... ,,_.,,,..~ ....... ,., ~"~.-_.,,... ... -~ ..... ---.......... ,...,...,.....,_~..., ...... ..,_\',...;. .... .......-...... .i;.,, 
I I Jlanufacturing Superintendent 
!~....,._,,.,, .. ~ ... ~·---... ,. ............. ,-.,o;--J----
1 1----r~ .. ~~~"~ I l ~-~--,.~!!!L.!tl!P!!!:!.!!2£.S 
i I Area Supervisor - Nylon ! , .. ~-·~·1~ ·~~~~!,~~ -· 
I l . · 
1 f Area Supervisor - Rayon [ 1~!""·~--....... _..,..--~~ .. _....,,..~J!ll.\t~_~~ ...... 




I Area Supervisors - Rayon 
~.....,__.--_..,,_,._--·-~~~~~-""~ l __ .S,!t;.~!!..~~l?.!!".!!!2!? 
i Works Engineer 
r-~~r~··~ .. ;,.,.)I ... ,_ i~l~lll"~-
1 J- hintenance Supervisor 
t L~~~ E~g~~~~~;;;;;;;. 
~ i'. 
,• ! Power Supervisor ! -~-......... __ l~--""""'t""~ ... ~--1\:~ ... 
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i ~ Fox:~ 
Electrical Supervisor. 
i L Foremen 
Power Serv1ces Supervisor 




this scope will be U1e follow.ing communications t4l tl::.e fore-
man level: 
1.. communications from superioJts to foreu1~n. 
2. Communications from lateral organizational levels to 
f c.n:emen • 
3.. Informatio!l directed to wage roll personnel through the 
foremen. 
4. Information from wage roll personnel to foremen. 
Also included in tb.e scope will 'be conml:.mications from the 
foremen directed up tlle line: 
1. Briefings for superiors. 
2. Srie:fin~ for lateral levels of the organization. 
Pm.""pose of Study 
The maintenance 01 .. i~anization (und<aT study) has been 
in service for many ye~rs. Its accomplishments are well 
l::noi~n. and resrJeeted ldg:nly within the company_ Any or-
ganization, hmvever, must i.mprove its methods and :pro-
cedures to remain competitive. This study ia designed to 
locate e:iti$ting dei'iciencies. in oral coml!lurd.cations -:.vi thin 
the maintenance organization and to suggest improvemants. 
The writer's belief is that the overall control of the 
organi~at:lon ean be strengthened by the adoption of some 
of these suggestions. The vn·iter realizes that not all 
of the recCm?llendations are new; nevertheless, a re-iappli-
cation of the id"'las can result in tangible henefits, the 
nature of which is explained. iD the concluding chapter. 
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LS•itatiu of StudJ 
uautenance at the s~uano.e Plant implies maintenance 
to three produciq facilities, aaMnt.ioned preytowsly. 
Tills study .. Jlow~, ls ooaeeatratedoa the sel'laento of the 
maintenance orguizat!oa 11b1ch •ene the Nylon plant. b-
cept for a fn :mine'!" differences dictated by the type of 
prod\lCt produced, the princi»l• of oral ecmnnmicattou as 
discussed are u.aiversally applicable to all tln:"ee plants. 
BO 
Cbapter It 
Organization of liaintenance Department 
The objective of the Maintenance Department. as mentioned 
previ(')'Willy, 1s to aaintain all plant machinery and factory 
buildings in a safe and orderl1 ~'1\Der. This work falls 
into two eategor14l:'!s, r<.n:ttine and non-routine. Routine main-
tenance is that which is perfonned en a repetitive cycle or 
established schedule.. !lon-routina maintenance i:neludes oc-
casional repairs resultiu~ from mechanical breakdowns, the 
modif1eatioU$ of mt:S.t.rting equipment, at1d tka mnor .instal-
lation of new equi~ent .. 
\ 
organi.za. t1onal Arrantreaent of ~aintenance Department 
The maintenance organization is subdivided into five 
1 
sub-organi&ations which report to the llaint-enanee Supervisor .. 
1. Nylon Area Baintenance 
2. nayon Area Maintenance 
3,. Research La'boratol'y Area Uaintenaooe 
4.. Sliops and Crafts Group Ill 
5. Shops and Crafts Group #2 
Tho three area maintenance sub-organizations have the 
reaponaibili ty fo:e all maintenance wi Ud11 their l!'espective 
plants. Each of ~hese are.a sub-organiaations bas crews of 
mectuinies who perform maintenance jobs in their assigned 
1. Refer to Organization Cha!'t B, page -11. 
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plants only. These jobs include the daily adjustment of 
machinery, housekeepiag of •tc.iipm.e.nt. limited 0Yertuu.1ls, 
and tlae atnor tnstall•tions o:t new equipment. The afore-
mentioned crews ue su~rvised by ar•a foremen who have 
the respoll$ib111 ty for all uinte·rutnee in a partieular area 
of the plant. 
Ea.eh area foreman's duties, in addition to tho tn1per-
v:lsion of men who report direetl}t to him, include tbe co-
orditut.tion of all t10rts engineering services pe:rformed in 
his particular area. T!tJ!se tilerv!ees include those by the 
electricians, the inst~nt grou.p. the powe-r group, th~ 
plant design s®tion, and tile project gf'oup .. 
The shops and crafts groups fora a pool of craf tstnen 
and mechanics who are available for use in any or all of 
the three :producing facilities.. The wnrli:: of these crafts-
men is scheduled according tfl) the requirements of tbe 
three area maintenaace groups. Approximately one-third of 
the mechanical .aiatenance- man-bours are supplied to the 
area ma.intenacce groups f1•om these two shops and crafts 
groups.. The coordination and scheduling of this effort 1s 
also a respon15ib11ity of the area maintenance foremen. The 
shops and crafts supervise-rs handle the admbitstr·ation of 
their men and follow the details of their jobs in the field. 
'Saintena.DCe coor4inatioa with Line Organization 
The plant line organimation. is the body of people who 
actually operate the equi~eat manufacturing the jlroduct. 
S2 
Maintenanee is a staff service to this line organization. In 
order to render efficient and satisfactory service, mainte-
nance mwst cooperate with and serve tbe manufaetw."ing groups. 
This means that each area maintenance group 11ust cooperate 
with and serve tl"A correspoadi.Dg manutncturing groups. 
Manufactur:i.n.g supervision within the Nylon plant is 
divided into two areas, eiich with a auperviao1· reporting 
to the Kanufacturing superinteudeu.t. Each manufacturing 
area supervi.sor has fon1· shift supervisors reporting to 
hlw. Each shift supervisor, in turn. has two or more fore-
3 
men reporting to hill. 
Tbe area maiatenance group in the Spruance plant has 
an area maintenance supervisor whe..repcrts to the Maiate-
nance Supervisor.. The area maintenance supe:a."'Visor has 
three: area maintenance to1--eae11 and ttio M"tua em.ginoera under 
bis jurisdiction* Two of the area maintenance foremen and 
tbeir crews and one area uiatenance engineer serve one of 
the nanufaetm:-ing areas and the other foreman, crew and 
engineer serve the remab:tli.ig m.anufaetv.ring area. •r11e area 
iaaintena.ace supervisor oversees all of the maintenanee with-
in the plant. The area maintenance foremen supervise and 
coordinate the specific maintenance activities in tl'4.ei.r areas. 
The poord1na·t1oa tietweeD the area maintenance foreman and 
tbe manufacturing area supervision is the major link between 
4 
the two groups. 
3. Refer to Chart F. page 83. 
4.. Refer to Ch:£rt P',. page 83. 
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This chart illustrates the levels of cross contact which foremen and engineers 
most frequently utilize in their cooperative effort to maintain effective commu-
nication. For the purpose of simplicity, this chart does not list all plant 
staff gr01.1ps which maintain contact at the foreman level. 
EXistiDg htbcds of oral Co~~tt"ticatiou 
Sngg~t1ons for Their l.atilt"OTetttent 
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s~ of the oral cC1mmnicatielrns within the aainte~ance 
d.eputunt, includia: conversations betwesa foremen a~d. 
eupervts.tn"S 8Jld betwe•n maployees nnd forem:~11, we1"e re-
v1ewff as to degffe of effectivene~s. ~& graad total of 
all t.ypes of eoaunteati.on Ft"fme~tly in llSe is so ~reat 1.n 
rw.m~ that full and ac~nrate de~c:ription of tb"m Vii'Otild 
r1au·~uire unr pawe" of e~p1anation. There are, h.owever. 
---·-----~--- ·~- ~----1 
several methods' r~~~~r~yJ :1n us~ which ceiild 't-e i~:roved 
ia effect1V08e$S. Tb~$ meth~s ttnd tlM)ir wea~a.~ses are 
saf,0$ trot1 k1gher sttpe:rvislon, tr~ supenis1on cu lnte:ral 
levels, ftM h'ost tbe ~~plO~fm ttho~ the fOl"'1!UD S~~pttVisef.I. 
The co-tl.ten.t cf these Ms~nv:es eaa be offtcil!<.l or tttlof'fieial, 
a~.:1thoritflti1~ or bea?'Say.. ne~rdless of the- natur~ of the 
1.afo~tian, the for&St\n m.~at be able to ree~tve and trans-
The supervisol' ia the foreman's eottree of D)St. of the 
cff ieial infonmtioa which com• from the top of a liae 
1 
organi3ation.· Also, he is the foreaan•s source of most 
of tlle departmental 1n:formatlon 'llbich is transmitted down-
ward. Whether or not the foreman acts. ln the ma~ de-
sired 'by higher auagemefttwtll depend on the suporvisor•e 
reception aad transnussiou of the messages. 
Supervisal"•s ?ndinct SOtn.-ces 
All comaun!eatiomt froa t~e staff level directed to 
employee.a flow down to the lo\VQ~ level&> of maintenance as 
fo11G'8: 
The messqo is dr.weloped tr, tb Works :Engineer, who 
ls a member of tile plant staff. Re., in turn,. wiefs his 
staff (the Eag1uew1.al' Supervisor. the Power Supervisor, 
aud the Dint:etAUce SUpervt.sor). ftiS latter bJ.":lef:ing 
takes place in the worb:Engiuer•s office, wbicb is ove!' 
one-fifth of a :mile 1nmy froa the ma1nteaance supentsor•a 
office. 
1. ?latioaal Association of luufacturers, Case Doak, 
Emplolee eo.uatcattons .!! Action, 1l1ft York, p. .5. 
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Tb.e maintenance supervisor tl&ua.lly holds bis staff 
meeting in his office u.nless the infortmation is extremely 
urgent in nature, in wbicb cue, he utilizes the telephone. 
This meeting is attended by tb.ree area maintenance supervisors. 
the sho~'S and crafts supervisors, and the maintenance engineer-
ing supervisor. The 'l!dntenanee superviaor•s office is one-
eighth of a aile away from the Nylon area maintenance super-
v:isor 's office. 
The area mainteuanee supervisor transmits information 
gained from his superior's meeting to his foremen the 
following da7 unless, of course, the information is of an 
urgent nature. Finally, the foremen retransmit messages 
aimed at wage roll persol'n'M!~1l the next morning. 
Tbe eu~ent procedure :tor the transmission of routine 
information progresses tbrough four levels before it reaches 
wage roll personnel. The information is received four times 
prior to reception by the employees. The information 
necessarily must be transmitted four times, ma.king a total 
of eight possibilities for misinterpretation or error. In the 
course of the procedure the.message is carried over one-third 
of a mile, requiring two and one-half days before it reaches 
its destination. Information from the staff level which is 
to be stopped at any intermediate level takes proportionately 
as long. 
The foreman's source of this inform.ation can be improved 
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2 by combining two levels of reception. The works engineer could 
include the area maintenance and shops and crafts supervisors 
in bis staff meeting for the purpose of increasing the speed 
of transmission. BJ so doing, one day and one-quarter of 
a mile of distance are saved in transmission. In addition, 
two cbanees of error due to misinterpretation are eliminated 
and the lead over the.grapevine is increased. 
Items not discussed in the works engineer's staff 
meeting which the maintenance supervisor wants to cover with 
his .staff could be covered by another Lleeting of short dura-
tion or could be discussed by telephone. The advantage here 
is an increase in speed and accua"acy of oral messages to the 
forem~n for·their benefit or for further transmission to the 
employees. 
§ethods of Transmission to Foremen 
The previous section dealt with delays in transmission 
from the staff level. ~he problem was one of both the number 
and delays of transmission, since the plan of disseminating 
a known message had been established. There are cases, 
however, where informatioii is not transmitted in a logical 
.direction to the point where it can do the most good.. The 
case in point is the biweekly quality meetings which discuss 
all the indices of product quality. Quite often these 
2. uussman, Willian w., Communication Within the manage-
ment Grcrup ,, (New York:. National Industrial 'f!on!erence Board, 
m7), p .. 9. 
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indices are influenced by factors which maintenance could 
alter. Although the meetings are open to all supervision. 
atten4ance bf aintenance is irreaular., usually, the trans-
mission ot the iafonnation pertiunt to maintenance is 
accomplished by a 'member of the manufacturi.ng area organization. 
If the information were noted by the manufacturing ru.-ea 
. supervisor, 1 t would probably be transmitted by him to the area 
maintenance supervisor who in turn would pass it on to the 
area malnteaaoce fOl"'em.an. The foreman, in tW!'n, would probably 
have to discuss the problem with his area engineer. This 
involves three levels and four members of supervision. 
Quite often the magnitude .of the problem is reduced. by attendance 
at the quality meeting by the area taaintenanee supervisor. 
The difficulty here, however. arises from the fact that the 
area aa1atenaace supervisor is DOt so familiar with current 
process details as an area maintenance foreman or area 
maintenance engineer. Established, clear-cut, :methods of 
transmittins the data concerning maintenance do not appear 
to be in constant operation. 
Information concerning the quality of produ.ction could 
be transmitted to the foremen in a more direct manner by re-
quiring area foremen or the area engineers to attend the 
biweekly quality meetings. This procedure could eliminate two 
levels of receptioa and transmission, one by the manufacturing 
area supervisor and one by the area maintenance supervisor. 
It ts not intended that area foremen ol". area engineers attend 
the quality meeting in lieu of t!le area maintenance supervisor, 
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but rather that the foremen or engineer attend in addition 
to their superior. The area maintenance sui:i-ervisor must main-
tain control and knovledi;Ie of his organization's responsibilities. 
If this systeia were to 'be esta'blished, its practice should 
be faithfully :followed .. 
considerable in:fo:rmatioi1 wi1ich is helpful, and sometimes 
necessary, in the management of a business is trnns-mitted to 
3 foreman by wage roll employees. These messi~g;as do 11ot have 
result, these messages are sortletimes difficult to recognize. 
Recognition and appreciation of this ty~ of infor1uition must 
be cultivated if the foremen 1nte11d to perpetuate the :free 
oral flow of intelligence. 
Use of Feedback 
Feedback is the term applied to information reaching a 
commi:mieatov in response to a message presented by the commu-
4 
nicator. usually, feedback serves two purposes. First, it 
can serve as an indication of reception, understanding, and 
3. ltobinson, C., ~·11eeded, More Sell In ED1ployee Commu-
nications," ft:ana.gement Review, XLVl O'ebruarJ; 1957)p.24. 
4. Walton, Eugene, ••Evaluating Feedback Channels," 
Supervision. XX:I Otareh, 1959), 4-6. 
effect of a message. Second, feedback may contain specific, 
Generally, an analysis o:f feedback provides a good indication 
5 
of co»:mnudeatio:n effeetivenS$S, 
Little use is made of feedback. This la.ck of use is prob-
abl)· attributable to a lack of underst11:nding on the part 
( 
of tbe , foremen, as to the advantages of this teclmique. I ts 
following examples: 
by the observation~ wcnJ.ld be indieative of the effective-
ness of the initial instruction. 
Example 2: During a meeting of his cre"'iS, an instructor-
foreman could explain a revision of a plant policy. 
Later, after the conclusion of the meeting, the ins'l:ruetor 
could ask an employee to state his understanding of the 
revision. This de~eription and meaning of tlte l'f)licy 
cbange would indicate the clarity of the forem~n•s 
trnnsmission of the massage. 
Jbid. , pp 4-6. ,.._ 
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Example 3: A foreman could assign a mechanic to rnuin.tain 
a particular area of a plant.. Tbe mechanic ·could be 
instructed to maintain housekeeping, check the o;pere.tion. 
of all equipment in tbe area, and report items to the fore-
man which must be handled by other craft groups. A 
compari.son. of the reports turned in by the mechanic 
against actual observations L'7 the :fo:reman would indi-
cate whether or not the meehn.nic understood his job. 
This latter case assumes tbat the mechanic has the requisite 
initiative and qualifications. 
Transmission of Status Information 
Maintenance foremen. like othet1"" managersJ must keep 
abreast o:f all activities in their respective areas of re-
6 
spons1bilities. Tllis is ,fer!! a difficult task, but it 
could ba greatly simplified by mtiums of a system of receiving 
status iafomation on ar~tit ive schedule. Reporting of this 
nature is sparse due PTimarily to a general lack of unrler-
standin& of its need on the part of the employees. As a 
result, mainteuance foremen either seek the information out 
themselves or remain ignorant of current conditions .. 
l\iaintenanee foremen bave responsibility for tb.e mainten-
ance of many different types of machines and S)"'Stems. Since 
tlt:le equipment is scattered out at different location.Sg some 
ot which a.re relatively tnaceessible, the foremen cannot check 
Job 
-
s. Dooher, Ji. Joseph, Effective Communication on the 
(flew York: American Management lssociafion, I95Sf,P.131. 
eaeh 1 tem daily. Ilo'lZfe\7er, the employees i:i.1 the foreman• s crew 
can u:tnlally check t11e machinery en a desired cycle. ~)nee isn.teb 
a eyele is estal>lished, the problem of r.eporting tha sta.tus 
of the: equipment comes :tnto fcctIS. 
The s·uccess of re1:>orting 'status infori:iuitiou. rests on 
bas:tc procednrezs. llll m:echanics w:itldn a ma:hl.te111;u1cf~ foreman's 
cre1', if not wor'l.d.ng dirE:lctly in frer.~t of the· forer1m.z1, shotild 
be iaatructed and have the oppoi"*tunitv to report the sta.tus 
of his "job or area. Ini ti.ally, the meeh~tdc $htruld be iastructed 
to report the results of h:i.s routina t3becks ~:)f ~mchinery. 
The value of these reports should be e:r.:phdned to the mechanic 
in terms of how the inforf.'.!!ttion ~ctua11y used. li"'or ex~mple, 
tbe meehnnie should k:11o"G1 and understand how his reports affect 
the sche~luling of major -main:i:enanee ou hia equipment,, Tha 
mechanic should have sose :a,pprec.iat1~·m of the status informatitn1, 
pe:rtaini.ng to his area i).f responsibility, which the forenuu1 
must report to his superiors .. 
Effective repol'ting of tbis intelligence 11 once the 
mechM.ic les.:rn.'ll wlu1t is cle.iad.red, depends on a systematic 
pursuance of the re1')o:rt. Adequate tlme and encouragement 
must be pr-ov:i.ded. The scope of the information can gradually 
ba ine:reased to co11er any area activity of interest to the 
forem~.:n... care nmst be taken by the foreman periodic~lly 
to rerid~wthe area itself, the con.tent of tl'ie reports, and 
a suZP..mary oi' the desire(l information with tbo mechanic. This 
review -m~intairt.s a cbec?e on accuracy, scope, and interest. 
use of this status reporting will save a foreman valuable 
time and energy. 
Transmission of Personnel Information. 
individually .and collectively. Knowledge o:f theme ideas 
and actions is reGlu.ired in order to appraise the collective 
7 
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morale statu.s of an. organization. Alscit ·this infornmtion. is 
plans, policies, and rul~:S. 
This intelli.gence is commonly hard to gain primerily 
A member of supervision is not considered rrora..e of the 'boys''• 
a 
and rightly so. Fo:r this reason he is nc?t 3:.d:nitted to 11bull 
sessions". 
Perscsnel :tnfcrma.tioP. is t1uch easi~:r to collect if 
employees trust their supe'l"'Vis:f.on than it is in a situation. 
wbere employees are suspicious cf every question or stateul.ent 
issued by mm1agement. For the free and spontaneous flow of 
personnel information to exist, a democratic climate must 
n be established. A foreman. can aid in the creation of such a 
demo~ratic climate by treating each of his men equally. 
7. Moore, Franltli11 G., Manufacturing tranagementi E:omewood, 
Illinois: Richard n .. I1 .. win, Irie., 1tit>1J ... p.a·r:i. ·· 
~. ~abbe, Stephen, Co1innunication wit11 .Employeas {New 
Yorl;:: National Indus trial~· coni"ei:'ence noard, I~"b7)' • p',. 6. 
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job assignments. If each employee has the opportunity of 
sharing in the desirable and undesirable jobs, be feels 
that bis o:pportuni ti.es. to demonstrate his skills M:'e equ~l to 
''rough" jobs. 
A furthar effort to mainta:J.n impartiality can be demon-
strated by a d~ily conversation with each employee.. Such 
a. conversation may be ill a light vein or may occasionally 
become gntte serioi1s. The !i.ght conversations are best 
J>eserved for periods when the foreman :f.s rushed. lilso, a 
lf.gli.t conversation enn be used as a foreman is issuing an order. 
An example of the latter occasion would be in asiting a few 
questions about an employee's hobhies w11ile the fore.man is 
making a safety -checii: of the •11:nnplo}1ee •s tools. Care should 
ba E'.Jtereised by tbe fore:m~n not to allow all his conversation 
10 
with any one employee to be li.ght in nature. Occas:lonally. 
the forem:an sh.onld initi&te a,nd part:leipate in conversations 
in deeper subject matter s·m!h as politics, nn~nieipal affairs, 
civi,c affairs 1 chureh affairs, or fwnily probleW2 of major 
inlJJOrt.. T111.ese more meaningful cont1icta ind.iea:te to t11e employee 
that the torE~man ·honestly wants to converae with him. l!imployees 
10~ kl<?ur:ray, IL 1'4'. and R.G. Sehaeffe1·, "Analyzing Your 
COTi.UllUDication Problem,'? A.merican Business, XXV'lI oaay,1957) ,p.17. 
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detuonstratad by tbe fo1~em~n 's lin!-1.:in~ pa~t conversatioIAS to 
. 11 
the present one. In othe1" y,;o::·ds_, th.a fo:t·e~i~~.u ts inte1·est a.u.d 
The foren~a:a approaches t!ie employee and as Tm, ·~Jah.n, was 
701..U' son able to im1'lrove bis grad:~ in Principles of Electrical 
Ui.at he was listeninli~ to and interested in tho prio.r conversa-
tioa. 
Of ten 
11.. :m1rl<Ywt E. F .. 1 "'l,ooking A.round (Art o:f Ci~ra.munication) • ·· 
Ha1"vard Business li;eview, XXX"l ('November, 1957), p.145. 
----~-- M!SAIU t ... 
12. Dooher, M.J. op. cit., p. 149 .. 
--
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it is difficult not to make a promise on the spot. A pro-
cedure to avoid uking i'f.liMd1ate promises is to give assur-
ance of further discussion of the subject. If the foreman can 
assure that he will discuss a subject again in: the near 
future. it allows bim to organize his thoughts and proposal$ 
and to request an:v necessary authority for commitments to . 
the employee or employees. 
A situation may arise. which is extremely trust.rating to 
management, when supervision strives to seek information fl"Om 
employees concerning: union activities about which the e•ployees 
are honestly ignorant. Usually. lt is to management's benefit 
for employees to be aware of union actions.. This eondi tion 
will prevent dec:letons a4id conduct by union officers which. 
might irritate employees, thereby causing disturbances on the 
job. Appreciation of this reasoning is not felt by all 
Foremen who supervise unionized employees do their best 
to remain abreast of union activities. Unless there is some 
plant or area-wide movement in opposition. to the union, a 
foreman should be free to cooperate with the 1.U:Ji.on in subjects 
13 
of mutual interest. Tllis cooperation does act imply sub-
mission to all ma.ion requests.. It does, however, mean tbat 
the foreman cooperates on any subject which does not set a. pre-
cedellt for othe!' areas. This sincere cooperation on the part 
ef the foreman will usually cause some employees to mention 
13. nabbe, s .. , op. cit., p. 35. 
--
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current or proposed union activities. If this intelligence 
is worth transmitting upward, care must be exercised not to di-
to pinpoint its origin.· 
Quite often management finds itself in a position o;f under-
standing aa official union action which is a m.y.stery to many 
of tbe union members. If such a move has a potential for causing 
'· 
future controversies, it is wise to drop comments about it 
and its significance to employees, who may be trusted to pass 
the word along to other e11ployeea .. The total disturbance 
caused prior to the union action might t!.e less than the 
disturbance engendered by a tu.ii.on ~ction ta1:1:en without 
the emplo7ee's understanding. 
Limitation of Opportunities For Discussion 
The amount of information received from wage roll per-
sonnel is obviously restricted by the amoW'lt of time devoted 
to the task. Maintenance fo1'emen are generally busy with many 
probleF.s and activities.. Quite often the desire to solve or 
control these problems causes maintenance foremen to spend little 
time witb their men,. The result is a smaller number cf contacts 
and less time per contact. 
This situation is particularly true of maintenance fore-
men with tecbnica.l background. Technical :problems stimulate 
their minds s.nd challenge them to solutj.o~s.. The solutions 
commonly. consume much more time tha.a the non-technically 
trained members of supervision would attempt to devote to 
problems in the first place. 
Technically ttrained foreman should realize that tbeir 
primary responsibility is to maintain the administration, 
14 
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safety, and efficiency of their crews.. ln many cases this 
priury responsibility should prevent them from attacking a 
problem requiring their technical skill.. TI1e assuumption 
b1 the foreman of respo:n.<libility for tbe solution of these 
technical problems might be due to o:ne of two reasons .. 
First, the foreman may desire to work on the problem because 
of his professional interest. Second, the problem may be 
assigned to the foreman by a superior beea:use the superior 
recognises the fo.reman 's technical qualifications. In 
eithel" event the forem~n should make an effort to refer the 
problea·to a staff group which specializes in this work .. 
When specialist help ts :not available, and the foreman's 
pro:fem:lonal skills qualify him as aanagem.ent'scboice to 
work on the p:roblera, efforts should be made to relieve the 
foreman temporarily from his primary respo~ibilities. If tt.tese 
procedures are not followed, . the foreman will proba'bly find 
that he is losing valuable contact t.:ime with his employees. 
Information from wage roll personnel, on tbe other 
hand. can also be restricted b7. the duties assigned. The 
best-informed mecb.anics - those with initiative :and soWld 
1•1. Busband, Richard w., Applied Psychology. '{New 
York: narper & Brothers, 1949), p: !08 .. 
job knowledge - a.re assigned tc> er! tienl jobs which keep 
them relatively busy compared witb other men.. As a result 
tlley have less time available for discussions. This coil-
dition .is particularly true in areas where mac?iinery 
operating: continuously bas a high maintenance rate. The 
problem ean be part.tally solved if the recorJm.ondatior.iscon-
cerning daily, systematic conversatio:r..s are followed •. The 
practice of maintaining: an ·~or.;en door··, policy can ~lso be 
of great value. in this c:.nmcctio11 .. 
Many manufacturing t:-ireas ha:-ve committees ·composed of 
worlrs engineering, manu:fa;cturing, .and technical re1.1l,"esen·ta-
tives who discuss and seek solutions to problem3 within 
an area. Generally these committees meet on an established 
schedule, perl1a;ps wealt:ly ol"' biweekly.. Based on the com.-
bin.ad experience and kno"W'ledge available. many area plans 
are formulated and p:r.•oj~cted netion is coordinated. These 
committee meetings have been extremely successful in. 
achieving coordination in the solution o:f pZ"oblems. Prior 
to the meetings the coordination was not so effective. 
There is a tendency, however, to combine more than ono 
area into a committee's agenda.. Also, there ti.re efforts 
to increase the length of time between meeti~. These 
two moves reduce the total number of meeting"S but increase 
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dition to servin~ in a staff or sei""vica capaei t;1 , rJ.us:t 
supervise their men in order to tnaintain their safety and 
effectiveness. Th.is latter responsibility is the more 
15 
important of the two. As .a result• there are many oc-
casiou when mainte:rui.,..~e foremen miss these meeting'S be-
cause of the primary responsibility to their crews. This 
situation causes the area. to lose the eoorditu.\tion of the 
maintenuce group. 
Area maintenance forem-en should be eooour&ged to 
m.a!~e a point of attendil'li~ area committee meetings for their 
complete duration. In au. effort to facilitate such atteu-
danee the meetings should be ltept u short in time a@ 
feasible. Quite often it is overlooked that the m.ainte-
nancre foreman is tte only member on the committee who 
actually supervises wage roll employees. Limiting tbe 
scope and increasing th$ frequency helps shorten the 
duration of the meetings, thus leavi~ more time for the 
area uiatenanee foreman to supervise his crew of man. 
In a cheW.cal plant each maintenance foreman w~in­
tains close contact with two members of su.per't'ision on 
15. 'The Discussion of An Individual's Perfo:rl'l!ance, 
Training Divlsion, f:!1~I;T'oyee nilatlons l'!l®paitioon:t:; . :G"; I 1. • . du 
Pont de !femou.rs &; co.• Inc .. • Wilmington, Delawtu."e1 Section 1. 
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his own level, tbe area man:uf'acturing foreman and tlle area 
process engineer. These three men form a supervisory team 
which trdt1ntains the continuity of area production.. Contacts 
between and among the t11ree should be :frequent. The taanu-
factuzin& :foreman. and process engineer sllculd have know-
ledge nf all maintenance jobs, in adcU.tion to daily routine, 
which are in progress. In most cases the manufacturing 
fo1""em.":t.n ~"\S thL<s knowledge. On the other hand. contacts 
between the maintenance forl$m'an and the process engineer 
are limited. to area eommi ttee meetin.gs and discussions on 
spacif:ie, individual pro1=ilem..<J.. Tho activities of these 
three gi•oups are not tborol.1gbly t.uiderstood by; t>ne another. 
Again, optimum coordination is t1snally not .achieved. 
The area process engineer ri.nd tbe area manufacturing 
forem~:a should develop proced:u~s wh~eby they assure 
thil.?lm.a:elves of daily contac·t wi tb each ot11er. · The burden 
of ~a:t:tng this eont~ct should be assigned to one of them 
as agreed upon. lt is wise to continue th:e practice even 
thcH1gh there m:ay appear to tie uot'.hing speei:tte to cU.scuss. 
l~ainta.in:ing a workable procedure is the most diffi.eul t 
task. Once in operation. hcrwever, such a system eneourages 
closer teal1t'Work. 
l~ode:rn industry is constantly expanding and B">difying 
its existing f~eilities.. On liu."ge plaDt sit~"'S there are 
engineers designing and arranging for.the.installation of 
new !ilachinery. TJda effort tat.~t be coordinatE:td with 
LfBR,t\F-?Y 
UNIVEflSJTY o:= r:;:1cl-!i'l.OND 
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existing operations in order to maintain continuity of 
production and to secure the benefit of field experience. 
Tbe contact between the design engineers and maintenance 
foremen is u.s1~.alty restricted to interviews coacerni~g 
specific problem.s,. In tho wr:lter•s opinion this ty,l1e of 
eoordinat!on is al tog.ether unsatisfactory. Tne mainte-
nance foremen should t~ aware of the pl."'ogress of the 
desi~n of' all new· facilities or modifit:ationa of equip.. 
ment in his nren.. Thia t~nowled*-e shot1lr1 'be nsed in the 
scheduling of ma.inten~u1ee on exieting facilit:f.oo, obser-
vations concerning ahol"'tcomings in e:tiating fricilities 
wb1cb ca.n be correetad during fi.:tttll."e tnstallaticns" nnd 
in scheduling tho in,;.~tall:atien of new f.acil!t.i~s .. 
The contacts oot:w.:een araa maintenanci;!l fc:lt"e:men itu:'ld 
engineers eoordinattng netv installations should be scheduled 
aecord!ng to the tempo of the .jobs requiring coordination. 
If possible it is an aid :tor one engineer to maintain a 
1tnowledge of ~11 pro~jected iru;tallations for a ee1•t:tin 
area.. s~Jch: l.HJing the c~se, this engineer and. the area 
irtaintena:ace·forem..".ln. could est}lblisb a schedule of meat-
ings tor the purpose of informing the area mttinten~nce 
forema.n of forthcoming construction 0t- new installation 
activities. 
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Cral eor;;aimnications by :fox·enaen includ,e .all oi~a1 mea-
sarres w·bich foremen tl"ausra:it to employ~es, su.tHr.1•iol"$i Gr 
sidG staff lev"els. 11'thcst? mess&i!'f:tS are ·tTansm:U.:·J;e·~! every 
ticmr of the day. Tlie vast niimber o:f 5uch ecssages, .and 
tl'!e rush of b'IJS:h.:isss • te:ntl to d1scoura;J:¢ f:.:-~i"em~n :f:rorJ 
rd.ssion. The sugg:t:"!:11tions raseussed in this s;~t;!tion are 
der:;:t.ri:ned. to show how 'i:'.;ett·~r to apply t'.be 1;i:rim!iples most 
frequently ov0rlooked .. 
The effect:tven.ess oJ!' 01·~,1 conimunicntions between 
fcrrcm("~n a.nd employees rlil?"ectly pro1~ortionnl to the 
1m~ of the pr:.tncipi.es ~llscrussed in Book I, Chapter V. 
The followi.n.g :ts a t:za·ief uj.sc'ussion of the frequ*nt !rt.cl~ 
of nr>111icaticrn. of som~; cf theso r1rinei:riles .. 
1~u.sun.clorstanding of 1;-;ur1:l(.'.ISS of Message 
Many ttessages ri;re tru.srAi tted throucrh the fo1·eniJ'!in 
level to the enployees t1lth(n.1t the clear und.erstaaHUxt:z of 
tht~ :foreman. This misi.;;:11derstnndir.ig could l:;;a due either 
to in:aecura.te transmission to the foreman or lack of pur-
G'tt:.mce of the f a..c t:s. Iri ei thei• ease th" meE.'.1sag:e is blac-
Cttt'&ta and the desired results are diffict1lt to obtain .. 
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The foreman e:annot transmit Rn accurate message if he 
16 
does not poss~.ss an aecura.tG background for the message. 
reception. One way is to ask the person delitrering the 
message_ to repeat it.. The second way is to repeat the 
clarity of the reception. 
study of these :factors uS<tJally re:voals that the employees• 
backi;lt'ou.nd,, envir<>:m'l!oe11t., llnt1 p~:ilosophies are quite dif-
m~ssage-s should appeal as often as ~ssible to the em-
pley~~tt' n~;H:tds.. If thl/$ m~sage tends to satisfy a want or 
til'!'eessity, the chances o:f good reception are not~ol:v en-
17 
ha.need. 
Every 1.00:ss3ge t•::i. employeetl sb.culd r.ecaiv.e $~• plan-
lS 
nin.g on tile put of tlte foreman. Where 1ni tiatai"J: by the 
UL Doo1ler, M. "' 2!· 
. ,,. p. 23. 
t',i "' ' 
C24',. 11 
-
17,. Harlow, rt. F .. ,. 21!· cit .. , 
-
p .. 14G. 
ig,. nooher,. 't;lf :n. 11' ·~J "' '§ 22· ~ .. , p. 2:~. 
foreman, the planning may take tlle fon of arranging the 
facts and obj~ctives of the message. on the other hand 
it can assume tbe shape of a logical reorganization of n 
.message trannitted fl"Ci!l bigber management and intended 
for employees. litany rilessages ot both types .are trans-
eoDplete coverage, inadequate timing, and amb1guo~.ts; 
wording. Naturally 1 rece1:rtion ot the desired interpre-
tation by the employees is far fr.om perfect. 
J.i.11 outgoing me,~·1l.sagllls can be refined and it\tP?'OVed 
19 
w:t th increasing degr~es of planning. T~.e :amount of 
planning which can ba !mdertaten depenaa, of course, on 
tho particular situation. lt is not difficult Ol" par-
ticularly time-consuming to x·eview me~tally and sati&fy 
20 
the following requit"ements for adequate traumssiont 
a. Define the purpose 
b. Gather tlle f"'eta 
c. Check the authenticity of the :fnets 
d.. Organize u~e message 
e.. Outline the classes of recipients 
f. Outline the results elepected 
19. Uarston1 Everett c., to,.-1ng u .. Thompson and 
Frank Zacher, Bt1siness Commttnieation (New Tortu Tiie Mac-
l\lillan co.• 194SJ'; 'p •. 3'"?1.' .... 
20. lbid .. 11 p. 367. 
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Absence of a Stated Purpose 
Decisiom l'ind orde.:rs are tra.~sE:d.tted more often than not 
nacre favor.ably, on the ave1~age, if Ui~y are :i.rupplied 'i'ith a 
21 
factor. This Pl"ineiple should be appli~d to a.:ny order, no 
21.. l~ton!' 'f.,. Jr. ~ ''Tak:lng: Tl'.!ie Double Talk Out of 
comm'1.1nicatin.g, 11 Factory !lan.a,!{Gr~e.11~. cx.v (April,~ .. 1957), pp 
114. - 120 .. 
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il it is 
l '11 see to :it '· I. you 
.. 





and interest if large easel-type pads are utilized.. l;l';aterial 
to ·ee shown on these pads includes the following: 
1.. -rork assignments 
2,. Diagrams of equipm.ent to be overhauled 
3. Key points of tile safety program 
4. Key faetora in a plant policy 
Otbe~ physic.al aidt9 wbich ean tfe. of service to a uin-
tenaaee forenn in talks witb lds ~Ji include: 
l. Blue prints 
a,. Equipment demonstrations 
3... Cbarts 
EXpectancy of Routine 
Batty for~ organi~e thei!" patterns of comn1micati0Ps 
to e=ployees on a firm routine.. It is PG$Sible for many 
aessntges to loee ef:fec.tivaness as a result of too. close an 
adherence to this established routiue .. 
It bas been the writer's experience that employee:s 
desire- a certain amount of routine procedure in ord~r tor 
thea to feel secu:ro in tl~eir jobs. In other words. it an 
~ploy$ttl apec ts certain things to happen every day• . and 
the2*e things do happen every day,. the employee feels that 
the situation is nol"liUll and noth.in.g new is tbreate11ing bis 
22. Dunbal"',. w. n., nE:aginee~ing Briefing, A communi-
cation Uedtum, H Aero-Space l:."!ngineering, XVIII (March, 1959), 26 .. 
~ ·. ' 
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security.. If this routine is perpetuated ind:ef'initely, how .... 
ever, it is possible to dull tl'~e e.mr..iloyee 1s san.sa of ·reception 
since lle usu.mes that the routine will follow. I11 an e1f~"frt 
to stimulate reception by the employees~ it is vfisa to make 
a temporary cha11ie periodically itl metht:x:~ and time of trans-
ai11siEYu. If these m~thods are explained as being temporuy, 
the .employees• sense of r&'Csptioitl will be s~~imulated by the 
ellange, but the kno'!ifledge tb~t the change is tempors.1"'1 will 
prevent any feeli».g of bweaur-i ty .. 
Distracting Setting · 
Wage roll employia'l&& are ~uily dist:a•acted. during a 
meeting or convenation. Th!eli$S$tg<S.s fi"'om maintenance fore-
•n to employees a.re co~aonly tr1a~mitted :ta active o:r 
noisy surrouw:Ungs., For this. i·e~.son att.en.tion on tb.e part 
of both listener and speaker :is eout.antly challenged. 
Horning lin~-up or safety m~t!llfr.:l sl:iould be held in 
a. setting which is quiet and p:riv~;te if possible. The 
forentan should make it l;;nowa to bu aseoeiates ti::.at he 
:prefers not to be disturbed while he is conducting tbe 
meetings.. If a. telephone is close by, one emplcye·e abG".J.ld 
be <!.~legated :tke responsibility of answering tbe telephone 
and taking • message with the lenst amount of distraction 
to the -crew .. 
'!hen a for(naa."1 iS in the ·field ::lssi1ing or-del"s or eon-
vening with emplo1ees, be should make an effort to seG'k 
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the quietest spot in tb9 vicinity for the conversation. 
Reception by either party is adversely affected by surrounding 
noises,, 
M•sages from torema.n to superiors are hampered by 
psychological barriers and also by the fa::i.lure to employ the 
most effective tech5iques. 23 Tlie :following suggestions, 
designed to improve the flot:u of i.n.fo:rtJ.!itth1n frOll'l foremen to 
superiors, deal with the t>"Syeholotr;ical and actual barriers 
encountered in fOre?lUln-to-superior co~.:urd.cationa. 
Lack cf Opportunity 
The vast aa,1ority of nintenance foreuten and: Snp$rvisors 
liave malty problel'll.S and interests.. These problems and interests 
are usually in greater supply tl1an the ti.ma ~vnila.ble for solu-
tions and ntisfaetions. There are cases, tberef<>re, where 
the desire for solu'tions and satisfactions on the part of 
the supervisors and the :fo~emen prevents their meet!ru~ for 
traumiuiou of information upward •. 
Obviouuly, there ean be no conversation b~tw~an main-
tanance supervisors and foremen 11 the~e are no opportunities 
for eon.tact. nowever, arrangements can be made and must be 
priilU7 responsibility is to his men and similarly, a supervisor's 
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primary respons1b111.ty is to the foremen and engineers under 
b:lm. 24 Usually, the time and occasion for foreman-supervisor 
contacts can be established by the supervisor. If this is 
oot true,, the initiative should be taken by the fore~an. It 
is the foremaa•s duty to pass the information along whether 
the superviso!:' specific.allJ asks for it or not. 
One generally ~aet:leed procedure is for tht~ supervisor 
to hold a weekly meeting to discuss ite:rm of general interest 
to kis toremea and engineers4 care sbor,1ld be ex1P.1rei1Sed not 
to.prolong these ~tings so as to hold tfae foreman out of 
circulation for ai.mormal lengths of time .. 
The aforementioned meetings are group affairs. usually. 
tbe information is flowing in one dire~tion, from the super-
visor to the foreman. There is a nee<l, theref-ore, f.or 
other 11eettngs between supervision and foremen in order to 
facilitate the two-way fiow of ideas.. The opportunities 
and systems :for these meetings are numerous, ea.eh depe,?Miing 
on the peculiar con.di tiont~ surrotmding the supervisor and fore-
' ' 
m¢tn. The ltGy point~ however,, is to utilize a system wh.icb . 
will ensure adequate conta:et between the two. An example of 
a si~ple but sat:1Sf$tctor)1 method follows: 
Early in the shift, prior.to the foremen's aesign~ant 
of daily tasks to lds men, each fore\Uan could cheek individ-
ually with his supervisor. This short, informal meeting 
would 9rovide the foreman the opportunity of enligl:itening his 
24.. Husband, R. w .. , op .. _cit., p.208. _.. 
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s11pervisor as · to happenings during tiie period between shifts. 
Also. near or at the end of the Sbti. rt, tbe foreman could 
check With the supervisor again to infor1?1 bim Of 1Ut}ipenings 
du~ing the shift. However, arranged, the routine m--ust be 
firm.. If the foreman doea not appear for tbe ?lleeting, tne su-
pervisor should seek the foreman out to ascertaia the reasons 
which prevented the opport11nity fo:r the usual contact. 
Knowledge of a Supervisor's Meeds 
Every foreman should have a general understanding of the 
25 
information requtred of him. by his supervisor. 'Knowledge 
·of existing and future requireme:ats quite often is not 
explained to foremen witll any repetition.. If a foremi1u1 knows 
what ts desired by hiS siipervisor, the eha:o.ees of the super-
visor gaining the infortaation he needs are measurably enhanced. 
Wi~e au.pervision will take the opportunity to make tlle,se 
requirements known to the foremen. In other eases, foremen 
might have to take the initiative to find out what is needed 
26 b~· the supervisor. The supervisor's needs include status 
repor .. ts on the work force,. progress status on all special jobs, 
and out-of-production time en eq1.:11pment shut down for ma.int~·"' 
n~nC9.. The supervisor should be aware of decisions and 
recommemta.tions made by area ·eo1mittees.. Further, he has 
25.. DOOhel", M.J. 1 ~· ~*' p.131. 
26.. Loe. cit. 
--
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a need o:f maintaining au insight into the general morale o:f 
27 
the fore.men's men. Periodically. these :rie-.~tls should be 
lineti these wants eJ::plici tly. 
The Fear o:f Open As8ociaticn wi tl1 Supc,1-visicn 
~ot a few me-mbers of supervision ~r@ prone to the same 
Tbe result is that the S\.41mricrs a.re required to tske ~Mll*e time 
to gather required infor~..ation than they would if foremen 
This fear is as real as it is difficult to overco11..e. 
usually. it stet'IS from two circumstances. First, there is the 
tear of ridicule by fellow supervisors or foremen in the 
the fear that the higher superv!.sor might regard repeated 
routine con~ac:ts tl.S " apple polishing''.. These fears can be 
lEtSsened by frequent and equally ~pi>crtiolled meetings between 
a supervisor and all his subordinates. Also, if the super-
discuss it in a grortp meeting, E''mphasi~~in.g the suoordinatets 
responsibility to contact and converse with the superior. 
Personal Self-Confidence 
Foremen with self-eon:fidence fur."nish a.n :iJ.1s~isration 
to their men,. This eelf-confide?M!:e !.s ad.uj,:t'~ble so long ~~ 
it does not preclude 11t~lp from. supervis:i~.)13 a:r ot!'1er se:n..?:rces ... 
Apparently t!;ie1"e are times when toremeil 2"ely e1~~irely on self-
conf:1denee 1~ an effort to maint~il:ll res pee t their ci:ews. 
'.r.his condition ca.n oo harmful to an tiou. be~atus-S< it 
limits the superior's cot\trol and restricts t.he effectiveness 
of the foreman. 
The results of CiVE;I'"·"-eonfld.enea of fo!"E;men call l.!:Stmlly 
·t>e controlled by the SUfiH?iJl ... t1i1z.or, once h~ is :r~·t1are of the situ-
ation.. This cont1--ol can be e:rl'..e~cised r'9fillir;,.nr; foremen to 
a closet"' supervision coupled wi tb guitl~U'!H~e.. In ad.di tiou. the 
supervisor should const,~ntly eroi;~hasize to all fcn."~man t!lle 
advantages of aeeuring s;rice<!;~ialized or eiq .. ':lG?"ieneed lielp 
in the solution cf theil" problerns. 
Foremen to !w:ateral 1 ... avei~ 
1'he mainten~·uic;g forerilen have as many probletU!:li in r;'ll*oeesstn.g 
their eomn;i:niea.tiO!!S to lateral le.,.els as they do in 1~ec-eivi!llg 
eom:p~rable· infon1a ti,on. 
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Communications Within Mnintenance Thi?.partmen.t 
Tbe coordination of effort by area 111ainten~nce and the 
fn.cturing areas which ultimately benefit from their servi.;;;es .. 
in progress, the contact betvu:ren the craft foremen and the 
area maintenance forem.~n is limited. The result is leas than 
optimum coordination betvmen the t"10. 
communication with the beadqtH'trters of eacl:. of tbe shops 
or crafts crews s!1onld be available to the area maintenance 
foremeJa. This is difficult to acl1ieva satisfactorily because 
the shops and crafts foremen cove1• tho entire plant site ia 
an average day. \Uth the existing organizational structure, 
it appears to tbe writ~r that the 'best way to provide oppor-
tunities for oral conversation with shops and crafts foremen 
is through the use cf a call system. Considering the size of 
the plant involved, tlie .system must be extensive in coverage 
of area and personnel. The vJechan.ical or..eration of the call 
the system sllould be reviewed 1Jeriodically 
with all personnel who participate in i.ts operation. 
The problem of contacts oot·ween tu"ea maintenance foremen 
and shops and cra:fb1 foremen can lle simplified by the partial 
integration of -~:t"ea maintenance and shops and crafts crews. 
Some area maintenance organizations have repetitive need of 
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services by a certain number of shops and erafts mechanics. 
These shops and crafts mechanics perform small, miscellaneous 
jobs in the manufacturing area. As the situation presently 
exists, the area maintenance foremill.n muat eont~ct the shops 
and crafts foremen daily to arrange for these jobs,. Many 
of these contacts can ~ eliminated by having the $hops and 
crafts mechanics report to tl1e area ma:intenanee foreman in the 
morning on a i'irm schedule. For example, one or two painters, 
sheetmetal workers, and pipe fitters could report to the area 
main'tenanee foremen for daily assi~1nmenta. · This system 
eliminates the need of transmittiJ".g tne assig;1unent twice, 1.e., 
from area maintenance fore-men to sh.ops and cx·af ts fcu·emen to 
shops and crafts m.echanies. This . sys,tem n~atl no·t be limi tad 
to daily situations. Shop eillvn."ightm, welders, and carpenters 
could report to the area maiate:nance foreme.a on certain days 
of the week for miscellaneous assignments. It is proposed 
that shops and crafts mechanics report to area maintenance 
foremen for assignments only and that they be reassigned.by 
their own foremen to opportune or e!!aergency jobs as the 
situat.ions arise.. Further. it is expected that these shops 
and eraf ts mechanics would report to their own. shops and 
crafts foremen for all Jleeds other than direct work assignments • 
. In short, although a complete integration of area maintenance 
and shops and crafts crews is not advisable, it is worth 
while to reduce foreman contacts for small miscellaneous jobs 




The Benefits of Effective Oral com:mumiicatiooo 
The numerous bene:fits of effective oral eomm.·ttur~.ication 
l 
are, for the most part, intangible i:n nature. It is dif-
fieult to place a dollar value on tho conditions arising 
from the advantages of a fast Etn.d ~.ccurate fre·e oral flow 
of information. The benefits can be recognized even 
though theyca.mAot be me1asured precisely .. 
Measuring Effectiveness 
can be accomplished by SG"'ireral methods. The· results of 
tliese methods are not absolutely accurate or completely 
conclusive because tb·e methods involve an analysis of 
employees' thoughts. no sttady of a person's thoughts 
or attitudes is 100';[, reliable, but grouped together 
the results of a study ean provide the basis :for a con-
2 
clusion. .. 
1~ !labbe, s·tepb(f,m, C<:rmmun:ieating with EmplO!;IOOS' 
(New York.: National Indusf1.:IaI·~onfereooe-Eoard, It.:i52), 
p. s. 
2. Raube, s. Avery, Experience with Employee At-
titude Surveys (!iew Ycn:k: ~?ationi'I 1'.ru .. hlStrial t;on:fe1 .. enee 
Boara:;· 19b1) ;·p. 14. 
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Survey of Employee Awareness 
Surveys can be initiated concerning infcX'mation which 
has been passed down t~:rough an organi:zat!on. In the ease 
of information transmitted to wage roll amploye~1, the 
survey may consist of n questionnaire d.irec:ted to all or 
a selected group of maintenance mechanics. Tlte question-
naire would contain questions cmwerning company benefit 
J)Olicies • company rules, and sub,jee ts of general plant 
explanation of its pu.rpome, :Le., an explanation that 
the sole purpose of tbe survey ls to investf.r:ate the ef-
fectiveness of the oral tra:nsmissic;n of info:rmatio.n. 
Above all, e•re should he t~ken to ~ssure the anonymity 
3 
If this 
difficult to obtain and •uiswers might not be objective .. 
Wording of the quest.ions should te as simple as J;fOSSible, 
r.equiring answers in onl.;y· one or ti110 words. One or tt¥o 
questions :!hou.ld a~k for an opinion. of a subject, the 
tUlSlfer to whi.ch could be i~sed as an indication of at-
titu:de or morale .. 
3. Ibid .. , p. 14 .. 
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The retaul ts of the amn-e1 could be analyzed for the pur-
pose of eheeld.nr~ the rtp·pl1cat1on of e~eb f4inc1ple of 
attitudes are flex! ble in seopo. Tbey .-~an oo d~ir~nod to 
cover n plant,. a deptil"'b~ent. or an i,ndividu.:11 Cl"'~w. Super-
~"!son can tlee them to check on ·th1~ir ~bility ·t:o conti1llwd.-
4 
ability to eonverse with u::i,echan.ics. In a.~y .ev~nt, tbe 
propose·d us$ and ccnt~i1t of n~y au~rey sboultl 1Be reviGW;Sid 
of t'i1e jobs Mt compl~ted o!l schedule could be made to see 
whic1a oneG v.·ere biadm~d by inadequato c~nicatio;n,'":l. 
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This type of analysis would in all probability rev~al weak-
nesses in the existing systems of oral cemmunie~:tion. This 
analysis could also be utilized as a check on the progress 
Many maintenaooe fobs require overtime l:u.>urs outside 
of the regularly scheduled workday because of ineffective 
coordination... Quite often this ineffeet:!ve eoordinntion. 
. is due to misunderstandinb"'B betW'een supervis:ll.~n and the 
mechanics or among the r:tEHnbera ot isupe-.cv:tsion,. /1X! a;nalysis 
of tbese ovei"time .1obs ean be made to tabulate the on.es due 
to ineffective or i.neffieien.t eor.'mii.unicatlona. T:bis latter 
a.nalysis would indicati& a weakness in ~ syste1%i, group or 
an individual. Once tbs deficiency has been defined. train-
ing or emphasis on tbe princ:t.ples and techniques can be ap-
plied.. A running record of overtime jobs due to lack cf 
coordination would heilp indicate progress or regression in 
comun.tnieated skills. 
fox•emen and wage roll vmrkers. Tll<!lse m.istuidarsta.ndings stem 




5. Dooner. uL. Joseph, Effective Co!munication on tn~ , , , 
(New York: American Ka'nagement Assoolaflon, lS'SB'), P. ·210~ 
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the ability of supervision to present its ease and to imder-
sta.nd tbe employee's p<>i11t of view. All o:f t11e principles 
of transmission an>::\ reception are involved. Ji tabulation 
of grievances, and their progress, coulfl seitve n.s an in-
dication ot supervision's unde1•standing and practice of 
tb~ aforementioned '.Fl"illleiples. 
St..~1 of Rumor~ 
Tbe rumor m.ill,. ~s pointed out in CliafJterc Vlll, Book I, 
is an alt.e:r>native to the prompt, :in1titoritative flow o:f in-
fornatio:n. The eltiSt®nee of l"~rs often indicates the 
violation o.f th~ pl!'inciplea of good transmission of m·t"tS• 
sages.. A sum..'mU'y and .tu:ialysis of runio1"'S will serve as an 
aid in detee·ting de:ficiE'n.-cies in existing tt{&th\ods and skills 
of oral ctlWJ£?nieat1ori.s.. . !t i.s recognized that many rumors 
nre the result of leaks cf .information rather than of defects 
in c~it:nic~.ti~~ :skill. These cases, however, can be de-
ter~hted and noted q,•h.etl st:udyin.g the problem fl!'om tbe point 
of vif)W of improvi~g corr~m:mle~tive methods. 
S~y 
This man~:ial de~ls w1i th the techniques and principles 
of oral eom.muni.eation~ llflhich are necessary for the proper 
p00;•formanee of tliair dtities bJ. supe~v:iSOl"s and workers. In 
tbis respect both .groups a:re involved in doing the work 
nee~ssary to tl1~ effectiveness of the organization. . Each 
G 
group dependa 011 the ot~.. Supervision depends on tbe 
workers f~ tbe satisfactory carrying out of the duties 
assiped to them. · ~he workers depend Oll supervision for 
cH.rection. guldaaee, judgment of work performed, and help .• 
TO be effective,. bc:tk pou.ps tmSt be able to uadentand 
the otker through tile med.tu of oral comrersatica. 
Tld11 unual ts divided into t•o boots: Beck I. 
Principles arid hehn1qu•ofct-al couunicatioa b1 Lower 
' , 
Supentsion aad &ook tI, StudJ of oral Conuaicatiom 
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Wttkia.&re:a llaiatenance. nook 1 deals ttith principles and 
teetnilques· of onl eam.n1catiou which appl)' to any indue-
trtal orguisatle>Jl. The effective~& of t'$Ception depe~ 
on t.he ab111tr to listien. The e'.ff•etivta oral· transmission 
and reeeptio!i of message~vr tog$ti:lu prove to be of real value 
to both ma1'1J!.geel!lt a11"1 la~. 
Book :n:, 1 Study of oral coaunicatiom Witb1a Area 
biuteaancc. .is desig~d to reflect existing methods of oral 
cocversatiOll Which caa be 1:t!$p%"'0'ft8d iB UGefultleSSbd effect., 
llot all of tkis or-1~n1inttoa•;i coaunteation efforts tu>e dis-
cussed. T.he priter has aiud to aeleet the aethods and teeh-
atqu.es most euaceptible to im:pr0,,..at. Piaally, it ts 
eapkasiSOd tbat co~aicative efforts caa bo meaeured as to 
general effectiveaess. Although such auureaenta are not 
all-conclusive. they do serve as. •aluable indicatiorm of 
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